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WELCOME
We are more than halfway through 2022, and the tight labor market
persists. Trends initially associated with the pandemic—near record-level
job openings, a lagging labor participation rate and increasing voluntary
turnover—are becoming the new norm. On top of adapting to these labor
market trends and the changed world of work, employers are faced
with the stress of global uncertainty, rising inflation and an anticipated
recession.
As your trusted talent advisors, we strive to minimize some of these
challenges by staying ahead of market trends and partnering with you to
ensure you have the workforce you need, today and in the future. In this
issue of PeopleScout NEXT, we share tactics and strategies to help you
overcome your greatest hiring obstacles and compete in today’s talent
landscape.
You will find the content is divided into three sections: NOW: Talent
Solutions for a Challenging Market, NEW: Leveraging Marketing Strategies to
SuperCharge Talent Acquisition and NEXT: A Human-First Approach to Talent.
To attract and engage the right talent in this candidate-driven market,
employers must optimize their talent acquisition programs to meet
changing worker expectations. One thing we know candidates expect?
Speed. As you will hear from PeopleScout’s managing director of the
Americas, Rick Betori, speed is one of the biggest make-or-break factors
in this talent market. Seasoned talent acquisition experts Candace Lamon
and Jill Polistico break down additional contributing factors—such as
employer brand, candidate experience, compensation and culture—and
offer solutions on how to identify and address any challenges unique to
your organization and hiring process.
Only after you have identified any gaps or inefficiencies—from a weak
employer brand to a slow application process, recruiter shortages
or new hire no-shows—can you implement multifaceted solutions to
address them. The four-part article series, Law of Attraction: Leveraging
Marketing Strategies to SuperCharge Talent Acquisition, will help
you amplify your efforts with some of the marketing and engagement
techniques traditionally targeted at consumers—from content marketing
to email outreach to creating an exceptional user experience.
Finally, amidst the latest in talent technology and cutting-edge recruiting
techniques remains the need to maintain the right level of human touch.
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We close this issue with articles that will help you achieve a people-first approach to talent, with strategies
for prioritizing mental health, eliminating stereotypes, and a detailed look at how to remove unconscious
bias from the recruiting process with PeopleScout’s global head of talent advisory consulting, Simon
Wright.
Thank you for being a part of the PeopleScout community. Please feel free to contact me or your
PeopleScout partner directly to share your feedback on this issue of NEXT, discuss how we can support you
in your talent acquisition efforts, or share anything else that may be on your mind.

From Now to Next,

Taryn Owen
President & COO
PeopleReady | PeopleScout
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CHALLENGE ACCEPTED: TACTICS
& STRATEGIES FOR HIRING IN A
CANDIDATE’S MARKET
By CANDACE LAMON
vice president,
client delivery

By JILL POLISTICO
director,
client delivery

The talent market and the world of work have changed drastically in the last few years, leaving
employers to deal with the new challenges. For example, in the U.S., there are currently more
than 11 million job openings, and year-over-year wage growth was at 5.2% in May. On top of
that, the Great Resignation has record numbers of workers leaving their jobs: In the last six
months in the U.S., more than 4 million people left their jobs each month. And, it’s spreading
across the globe; CNN reports that resignations have also jumped in countries like the United
Kingdom, Australia and France.
But, employers are dealing with more than just a tight talent market, increased turnover
and rising wages; the world of work has changed permanently—and so have candidate
expectations. For instance, nearly two-thirds of the workforce wants some form of remote
work option and nearly one-third wants hybrid work. As such, employers can’t simply plan to
return to the pre-pandemic ways of doing business; instead, they must adapt.
More precisely, to succeed in this market, you need to both hire the best talent and retain the
workers you already have—and that requires multifaceted solutions that address the specific
issues within your organization. In this article, we’ll cover the potential sources of your talent
challenges, some signs that they may be negatively affecting your organization and strategies
you can use to get ahead.

IS YOUR EMPLOYER BRAND ON LIFE SUPPORT?
Throughout the pandemic and initial recovery, many organizations didn’t have the resources to
invest in their employer brands. Unfortunately, if this was the case for your organization, it may
be affecting your ability to recruit top talent. That’s because, if your employer brand is weak,
qualified candidates won’t apply because they simply have other options.
So, how can you tell if your employer brand is holding your organization back? Watch for these
warning signs:

You have negative
reviews on
employer review
sites.
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You’re
experiencing
low traffic to
your careers
site.

When you post
open positions,
few candidates
apply.

Your employer
brand has been
neglected.
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Solution: Rebuild Your Employer Brand
If any of these signs look familiar, it’s time to focus on your employer brand. Luckily, there are a few things
you can do. The first is to build out a strong employer value proposition (EVP) as the foundation of an
employer branding campaign.
At PeopleScout, we define your EVP as the essence of your uniqueness as an employer, as well as the
give and get between you and your employees. In many ways, your EVP is the foundation of your employer
brand—the perception and lived experiences of what it’s like to work for your organization.
It’s important to note that building a strong EVP to drive your employer brand requires research into the
short- and long-term goals of your organization; the reality of what it’s like to work for you right now;
and the outside perception of your organization. That information is distilled into an EVP that’s unique,
aspirational, authentic and dynamic. From there, you can communicate your message through an employer
branding campaign via your careers site, social media campaigns, hiring events and more.
At PeopleScout, we supported work on the employer brand at Vodafone, a telecommunications company
in the UK. In this case, consumers knew the brand well as a mobile phone retailer, but didn’t see it as
a multifaceted tech innovator. So, to help Vodafone hire more young workers, we worked to create an
employer brand campaign that captured the spirit of change and possibility that’s part of their EVP. At the
end of the project, PeopleScout had generated more than 16,000 applications and increased the number of
female candidates by 23%.

DOES YOUR CANDIDATE EXPERIENCE LEAVE MUCH TO BE DESIRED?
If your employer brand is in good shape, but you’re still struggling to hire qualified candidates, the next area
to evaluate is your candidate experience. Candidate experience has always been important, but it’s even
more critical in today’s market. Nowadays, people have plenty of other options, so they won’t take the time
to complete a long application or wait weeks for a call back.
How can you tell if your candidate experience is the cause of your hiring woes? Look for these signs:

Candidates
start filling
out your
application, but
don’t finish.

Candidates
accept other
offers while
in your
recruitment
process.

You have
a lot of
interviews,
but make
few hires.

Your process
is slow and
requires
multiple
steps for
candidates.

Candidates
ghost before
starting.

Solution: Update Your Talent Tech Stack
The right technology can have a significant influence on your candidate experience. Candidates want the
recruitment experience to be fast and easy and allow them to feel in control. For this reason, evaluate every
step of the candidate journey to identify where you can make improvements with technology.
Your first step is to look at your application. Have you tried filling out your own application recently? How
long does it take to complete? Is it simple or does it feel drawn out and tedious? Can you complete the
application on a mobile device? If the process takes a long time or requires a desktop computer, it’s time to
update your application.
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Then, look for other points in the process where you might make things easier for candidates. Do
candidates have to wait weeks to schedule a screening or interview? If so, consider adding a self-scheduling
interview tool or virtual interview solution, like text interviews or on-demand interviews. Furthermore,
adding something as simple as a status bar that shows candidates where they are in the process can help
them stay engaged.
At PeopleScout, we work with a large retailer that had a strong consumer brand, but still struggled to
recruit candidates. Their application required a computer and took more than 30 minutes to fill out. As an
alternative, we developed a mobile-first application with just 11 questions that took less than eight minutes
to complete. Now, half the candidates apply on mobile devices and the application conversion rate rose to
85%. For comparison, employers using a traditional application have an average applicant conversion rate
of just 35%.

ARE YOUR OFFERS COMPETITIVE ENOUGH IN THE MARKET?
Salary and benefits are the elephants in the room in any discussion about hiring challenges. Wages are
rising significantly. While the average year-over-year salary growth in the U.S. is at 5.2%, some industries
are experiencing even steeper wage growth. For example, in the leisure and hospitality sector, wages are
up more than 11% in the last year. In fact, the World Economic Forum reports that wages are rising in every
region of the world. Therefore, in the current market, your offer needs to be competitive.
Here are some signs that your offers may not be competitive enough:

Candidates make
it through the
process, but turn
down offers.

Candidates
cite salary
expectations
significantly
higher than
your budget.

Employees
who leave
frequently
cite increased
pay.

Solution: Adjust Your Compensation to Market Rates
If you’re experiencing any of these warning signs, evaluate your compensation against the market and
adjust where necessary. Due to remote work, the market has changed. Now, you’re not just competing
against employers in your area for talent; you’re competing for talent across the country and, in some
cases, the entire world.
To that end, an RPO or MSP provider can help advise you on market rates and what types of adjustments
are needed to make your offers more competitive. Plus, increasing your wages could even save you money
in the long run.
This happened for one PeopleScout client, a major rural healthcare system. Hit hard by the ongoing nursing
shortage, the healthcare organization was relying on expensive travel nurses and struggling to bring in
enough candidates. PeopleScout advised the provider to implement a $10,000 hiring bonus. This resulted
in a cost savings as the client was able to reduce its nursing recruitment spend by 77%, totaling more than
$4 million. The client was also able to reduce its use of traveling nurses by 68% and experienced its lowestever nursing vacancy rate—just 1.3%.
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DOES YOUR COMPANY CULTURE SEND PEOPLE RUNNING?
Perhaps the best way to avoid staffing shortages is to ensure that you don’t have to backfill large numbers
of roles due to turnover. The Great Resignation is in full swing, but employers shouldn’t just throw their
hands in the air as employees leave for new jobs.
The good news is that employee turnover isn’t just about money. Talent leaders are finding that a
major driving factor is employee disengagement. Throughout the last few years, many employees have
experienced negative effects on their mental health, causing burnout and driving a reevaluation of work/
life balance. Conversely, company culture can play a huge role in keeping employees happy, healthy and
engaged.
Is your company culture a problem? Watch for these warning signs:

You’re
experiencing
significant
turnover.

Current
employees are
disengaged.

Employees
leave after
only a short
time at your
organization.

Temporary
employees are
reluctant to take
an additional
assignment or
extend their
current one.

Solution: Determine What Employees Want & Meet Their Needs
To improve your company culture, you must first determine what employees feel they’re lacking from your
organization. You can gather this information in two ways—and both are valuable. First, you should be
conducting exit interviews with employees who have resigned. Try to get an idea of why they decided to take
a new role. Is it simply increased pay? Did they feel they lacked a clear career path at your organization? Did
they not feel appreciated by managers and colleagues?
Next, try to identify problems before they drive employees to leave. You can accomplish this through
anonymous pulse surveys; there are a number of tools you can use to track employee engagement and
look for areas of improvement. Do employees want more opportunities for training? Do they want to feel as
though they’re part of something bigger? Do they feel as though company leadership is not addressing their
concerns?
Then, once you determine the biggest pain points for employees, make targeted improvements to your
company culture. You can demonstrate appreciation for your workers in tangible ways: Communicate
actively and often. Define paths for advancement and look at learning and development programs. Offer
more flexibility. Provide training for managers. Not only will these kinds of investments keep tenured
employees from leaving, but they can also improve your employer brand and make your employment offers
more competitive.
There’s no doubt that the current talent market is difficult for employers, but the sources of the struggle
are multifaceted and complex. There isn’t an easy, one-size-fits-all solution. Employers need to evaluate
both the candidate and employee experience and alter their processes where inadequacies reveal
themselves. You can’t keep waiting for “things to return to normal.” We’re in the new normal, and we have
to adapt. To learn more, check out our ebook, “Employer Brand: Helping the Right Talent Choose You.”
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RECRUITER ON-DEMAND: HOW PROJECTBASED RPO CAN SOLVE YOUR TOUGHEST
TALENT CHALLENGES
By TRISH KOESTER
sr. director,
client delivery

By KAREN WENDELBERGER
manager,
operations

More than two years after the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, employers are still dealing
with ripple effects influencing their ability to hire qualified workers. Organizations are still
rebuilding their workforces and turnover is high. Talent acquisition teams are spread thin—
spending even more time than usual sourcing passive candidates and working with candidates
who have multiple job opportunities.
On top of that, it’s difficult to hire recruiters in the current market. According to LinkedIn, the
number of open job postings for recruiters has increased nearly seven times year-over-year.
Additionally, uncertainty continues. According to a survey by PwC, CEO optimism is down 20%
compared to last year—and this survey was taken before geopolitical conflict and high inflation
began to affect consumers and employers.
These factors have left many employers looking for short-term talent acquisition support
that can be set up quickly to respond to changes in the market. Rather than a full recruitment
process outsourcing (RPO) solution, many employers are turning to project-based RPO, also
called Recruiter On-Demand. In this article, we’ll walk through the different ways a projectRPO partnership can be deployed to address specific challenges within talent acquisition
programs.

WHAT IS RECRUITER ON-DEMAND?
Project-based RPO and Recruiter On-Demand are interchangeable terms that represent
talent solutions designed to meet the demands that internal resources may be unable to
accommodate. Specifically, project-based solutions provide focused support for organizations
in all industries during challenging periods of the recruitment cycle, such as peak hiring, hardto-fill positions, compressed timeframes and more.
The biggest difference between Recruiter On-Demand solutions and traditional RPO programs
is that Recruiter On-Demand is a pay-per-hour model, rather than a pay-per-hire model. It’s a
great option for organizations that don’t need or want a full RPO engagement, but still feel that
they could benefit from some extra talent acquisition expertise and a small number of extra
recruiters (or even just one).
While these types of programs typically begin with a defined timeline and scope, they also have
the ability to expand, extend and evolve as needs arise. There are three major use cases for
project-based RPO engagements; below, we’ll cover what they are, how they work and how
they fit together.
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USE CASE: TOP-OF-FUNNEL SOURCING
The first Recruiter On-Demand model is a top-of-funnel sourcing solution. This model is exactly what it
sounds like: Your partner works to fill the top of your recruitment funnel with more candidates. From there,
your own internal team takes over reviewing their applications, interviewing candidates and making all of
the hiring decisions.
When Should You Use it?
This type of solution usually appeals to employers for a few reasons, but the overarching theme is
that internal talent acquisition teams don’t have enough time or bandwidth to source enough qualified
candidates for open roles. This could be due to a hiring surge, ramp up or expansion. We also see this
challenge for employers that have great consumer brands: They often get a lot of applicants, but can
struggle to source candidates for specialized roles that aren’t what their brand is known for. This is
common when hiring for IT or technology roles at companies that are not in the tech space.
Likewise, as many organizations work to meet their diversity and inclusion goals, talent leaders can also
struggle to find enough candidates from underrepresented backgrounds. The challenge can be further
amplified when employers have locations spread across dozens, if not hundreds, of communities. That’s
because recruiters and sourcers have to understand all the demographics and nuances of disparate
locales.
How Does it Work?
At PeopleScout, a top-of-funnel sourcing Recruiter On-Demand engagement proved successful for one
of our clients, a national retail sporting goods company. The team at this company was experiencing two
challenges: They needed to fill a few specialized IT roles and they were struggling to source candidates
from underrepresented backgrounds at their different locations. They also needed many candidates for
their manager and assistant manager roles.
In this situation, the retailer needed five sourcers: one person supporting their hard-to-fill IT roles, and
the other four working to source for their high-volume area of retail and distribution roles. They had also
identified several Midwestern states where they wanted to focus their diversity efforts and bring in more
candidates from underrepresented backgrounds. To help them reach their goals, we created a detailed
sourcing strategy. We also worked with local chambers of commerce and community-based organizations,
in addition to leveraging social media platforms. By the end, the sporting goods store was able to meet its
hiring and diversity goals, and the benefits even continued for weeks after the engagement ended.

USE CASE: SOURCE/SCREEN/SUBMIT
Meanwhile, for employers that need slightly more support, there’s the next level of project-based RPO
support: source/screen/submit. This type of engagement starts out the same as a top-of-funnel sourcing
partnership; recruiters and sourcers support an internal talent acquisition team for a period of time,
sourcing candidates to apply to open roles. However, rather than handing those lists of candidates off to
internal teams, the recruiters take the next step of prescreening the candidates to ensure that they are both
qualified and interested in the role before submitting prequalified candidates to hiring managers.
When Should You Use It?
We’ve seen a significant increase in the number of employers looking for this type of support. By taking on
the front end of the recruitment process, these recruiters and sourcers give more time back to internal
teams. This means that they have more time to interview candidates, put together competitive job offers and
onboard new hires.
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This solution can be helpful for employers for a number of reasons, but the most common is that they need
to hire for a large number of roles at the same time. This could be because they’re in expansion mode
or rebuilding their team after the challenges of the last few years. Or, maybe they have a seasonal hiring
surge as they gear up for a busy season, and it doesn’t make sense to have a large internal team when
they only need the extra help for a few weeks or months at a time. We see this type of need frequently with
retail clients gearing up for the holidays; educational organizations adding staff for the school year; and
healthcare companies preparing for open enrollment.
We also see a need for this solution when employers have a lot of branches or locations spread across a
large geographic area—especially if hiring decisions are made at the local level and not at the corporate
office. Similarly, we often see that local, branch-level teams don’t have the manpower to source and screen
large numbers of applicants.
How Does it Work?
In practice, this type of solution can have a major influence. For instance, we have a client that provides
early childhood education for children six months to 12 years of age; at one point, they had more than 900
openings across the country. Simultaneously, they were dealing with the Great Rehire, classrooms were
reopening and they were working on an acquisition. Their final hiring decisions were also made by the
school at a local level. Clearly, this was more than the small internal team could manage.
When we partnered with this organization, our engagement started with two recruiters on a 16-week
project. Those recruiters conducted the sourcing and prescreening of a minimum of 25 candidates per
recruiter per week. Then, they sent prequalified candidates to the assigned school, where the hiring
managers conducted in-person interviews, job offers and onboarding.
Now, 10 months later, the project is still going strong. Because of the success of the initial team, the
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PeopleScout team has grown to six recruiters and, so far, they’ve phone screened nearly 3,000 candidates
and submitted nearly 2,000.

USE CASE: FULL-CYCLE
Full-cycle project RPO partnerships are the most involved and most closely resemble traditional RPO
partnerships. Think of them as “RPO light.”
In a full-cycle partnership, recruiters support an employer’s internal team for the entire process—from
intake to offer. There’s also even more space for a consultative partnership as the support extends
throughout the entire process—not just bits and pieces. This means that there’s a greater opportunity to
learn from the experiences and best practices that your partner has gleaned from years of working with
employers across industries in all types of talent markets. Yet, despite the increased support, these types of
full-cycle partnerships still retain all of the Recruiter On-Demand benefits—including the billing structure,
shorter defined timeline and more.
When Should You Use It?
This type of partnership typically works well for employers that are struggling to keep up with their hiring
load. This could be due to attrition or a hiring surge and can cover every part of the process—from applicant
management to interview scheduling to offer.
We also see it work well for employers that want the best practices and experience of an RPO provider, but
don’t have the need for a traditional, large, long-term engagement. In this case, these often start out as
short-term projects, but end up being long-term partnerships.
How Does it Work?
At PeopleScout, we currently support a client that hires licensed clinical social workers. Because they
provide virtual therapy and counseling sessions, their internal team was struggling to keep up with the
increased demand caused by the pandemic.
Once again, this Recruiter On-Demand project started small, with a 13-week planned engagement with two
recruiters who handled everything form sourcing candidates to initial screenings and setting up interviews.
The project also involved sourcing candidates from across the entire U.S. Finally, our team also handled
offer letter execution and management.
Now, 19 months later, the recruiting team has grown to 14, and we’ve hired more than 1,000 licensed social
workers. We’ve also extended our services to support the client’s hiring needs in their call center and IT
department.

A GROWING PARTNERSHIP
Project-based RPO engagements have built-in flexibility, which makes it easy for them to shift in scope.
In this way, a partnership can start out focusing solely on top-of-funnel sourcing and then later expand
when needs change to cover more of the hiring process. A project RPO partnership can even migrate to a
traditional RPO partnership.
To learn more about project-based RPO engagements, view our webinar.
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TALENT AT THE SPEED OF RPO
By RICK BETORI
managing director, americas

One of the biggest make-or-break factors in today’s talent market is simple, but difficult to
execute—speed. In a talent market where job postings outnumber job-seekers and future
uncertainty still plagues employers, speed can be the deciding factor in whether your
organization has enough workers, as well as the best talent and the ability to respond to
changing market conditions.
When I talk about speed, I’m talking about it on two fronts: On one level, employers need to
remain nimble. During the last two years, we’ve learned that the world can change drastically
at a moment’s notice; as a talent leader, that means you need to be able to scale your team
up and down. Can you respond to a hiring spike to keep up with demand? Can you handle
seasonal hiring? If you can’t respond and flex your team quickly, you’ll struggle to hire enough
candidates and your business will suffer.
But, there’s more to it than that. There are three key factors that applicants have more of
today than they’ve ever had before: Options, options and more options. They have options in the
type of work they do, options in the level of compensation they receive and options regarding
their work/life balance. Consequently, if you can’t bring a candidate through your recruitment
process quickly enough, you’ll lose them to another one of their options.
All of this is compounded by the fact that recruiters are in short supply. As SHRM reports,
many recruiters changed careers after the cutbacks in 2020. Now, job postings for recruiters
have tripled, and there aren’t enough candidates to fill the open roles. So, how can talent
leaders meet candidate expectations? In this article, I’ll explain how the right talent solution
can help you become more nimble and streamline your recruitment process.

CHALLENGE: REMAINING NIMBLE AMID UNCERTAINTY
Whether it’s for planned busy seasons or unanticipated shifts in the market, you may need to
scale your talent acquisition operations up or down—and fast. At first, you may think that this
can be handled internally, but high turnover and a shortage of recruiters makes it difficult.
And, although pulling in employees from other areas of the business for extra support during
a busy period can be tempting, it then leaves shortages elsewhere in the organization. Plus,
those workers may not have the skills or background to effectively recruit new employees.
How RPO Can Help: Scalable Support
Fortunately, you can get around this hurdle by looking for a recruitment process outsourcing
(RPO) partner that can blend seamlessly with your organization. Specifically, an experienced
provider can add or reduce the number of recruiters on your team to meet your changing
needs. For instance, as you approach your busy season, recruiter numbers can increase to
ensure they’re fluent in your business so that candidates never know the difference. Then,
when your hiring volume decreases, those recruiters can move to a different project; you don’t
have to worry about hiring additional recruiters or keeping additional staff busy during slower
periods.
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How RPO Can Help: Automation Technology
You can also use technology to streamline the process for your talent acquisition team. By doing so, you’ll
be able to automate the time-consuming, repetitive tasks that add little value for candidates, but require
significant recruiter time. Moreover, this also allows your recruiters to fill more roles quickly, making it
easier for them to handle the increased volume of a busy period. Essentially, while you may still need to
scale your team to some degree, the right technology can make these shifts less dramatic.
An RPO provider can also help you find the right technology solution for you. In particular, tools like
automated sourcing can take some of the load off of your sourcing team by identifying qualified candidates
within minutes. Likewise, automated recruitment marketing tools can reduce the amount of time recruiters
spend crafting emails to reach out to candidates. And, virtual, on-demand interviews save recruiters time by
removing the phone tag just to schedule an interview; instead, the recruiter and hiring manager can screen
candidate responses at their convenience. Finally, analytics tools can help you ensure that you’re using your
resources most effectively. PeopleScout’s proprietary talent technology, AffinixTM, is one example that can
meet these needs.
How RPO Can Help: Smaller Scale Solutions
It can be scary to enter into a full-cycle RPO partnership in today’s market, but that doesn’t have to be a
deterrent. Solutions like project-based RPO, or augmenting your recruiting staff with additional temporary
recruiters (something we call Recruiter On-Demand), can provide targeted, short-term support for all or
part of your hiring process. This can also include technology solutions. What’s more, a project-based RPO
can also be implemented more quickly than a traditional RPO program, thereby making it even easier for
your team to scale up to meet your hiring needs.
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CHALLENGE: SPEEDING UP THE CANDIDATE EXPERIENCE
Candidates are in the driver’s seat in this job market, and that’s likely going to continue for quite some
time. For example, in the past, job-seekers would be willing to wait for a call back or an interview; a strong
employer brand made candidates more tolerant of a slow process. But, today, speed is of the essence. Now,
candidates are looking to control the timeline—and, if they can’t, they’ll find another opportunity easily and
quickly: They can take a gig job. They can take their transferable skills to another industry. They can work
for your competitor. Even new grads are in high demand, with many in the U.S. receiving multiple offers or
offers months before graduating, according to NPR.
How RPO Can Help: Candidate Experience Best Practices
To compete in this market, you need to adjust your process to make it fast and able to provide a better
experience for candidates. If you’re struggling to do this internally, look for an RPO provider with the right
expertise; look for a partner with both experience in your industry, as well as across industries. While every
industry is unique, you can often benefit from knowledge of other sectors and geographies.
You probably already have good data about your talent acquisition program, but perhaps you lack the
expertise to interpret that data and identify areas to improve. If so, choose a partner that’s focused on the
entire process—from sourcing through every stage of recruitment to the first 30 or 60 days a new hire is
on the job. With that background, they’ll be able to review every step and identify the most influential areas
for improvement. For instance: Where are candidates experiencing friction? Is it on your careers site?
Completing your application? Scheduling interviews? Waiting on your team to process excess paperwork?
Your RPO provider should be able to identify which challenges you’re facing and implement targeted
interventions.
How RPO Can Help: Speedy Technology Solutions
An RPO provider’s technology solutions can also add speed. If you spend a lot of time interviewing
candidates, consider whether those interviews accurately indicate whether the candidate will be successful.
If not, you may be able to replace part of a drawn-out interview process with a more effective assessment.
As an example, a short, mobile-first application can bring more candidates into your funnel. Next, a text
or SMS interview can move candidates on to the next steps quickly. Finally, on-demand interviews and
interview self-scheduling don’t just help your team work more efficiently; they also help candidates move
through the process faster and give them a sense of control.
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TAKING THE FIRST STEP
Overall, an RPO provider gives you what you need: More resources. At PeopleScout, we can engage our
global teams for 24/7 support. For example, recruiters can review résumés or on-demand interviews
overnight so that your team has a prescreened slate of candidates waiting when they start work in the
morning. Your RPO provider can also take on administrative steps, like background screenings or drug
tests. All of this makes you faster and more nimble.
Taking the first step toward working with an RPO provider can be intimidating. But, if the last two years have
taught us anything, it’s the need to be flexible in finding different solutions to new challenges. You can’t get
anywhere quickly if you let things stay the same.

Talent acquisition leaders and procurement professionals alike are turning to recruitment
process outsourcing (RPO) partners for creative solutions to their current and future talent
challenges. Because it touches the whole organization, each stakeholder will have their own
thoughts on the benefits and drawbacks of RPO.
To learn how to create buy-in and present a solid analysis to your leadership team, download our
ebook, Building a Business Case for RPO.

READ EBOOK NOW
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GHOST HUNTING: HOW TO KEEP
CANDIDATE ENGAGEMENT ALIVE AFTER
OFFER ACCEPTANCE
By JASMINE PATEL
trend writer
Employers across most regions are seeing a dramatic increase in the number of new hires
who are ghosting on their first day: Data from Robert Half shows that 28% of professionals
have backed out of a job offer after initially accepting it, thereby costing employers time and
money.
In today’s candidate-driven market—and with the major influence that the pandemic had on
the way people view work and personal life—it’s no surprise that candidates are receiving
multiple offers and thinking critically about what they truly want in an employer.
Top 3 Reasons Candidates Backed Out of an Offer They’ve Already Accepted

44%

27%

received a
better offer from
another company

received a
convincing
counteroffer from
current employer

19%

heard bad things about the
company after accepting

Source: Robert Half
With candidates in the driver’s seat, employers need to do everything they can to keep new
hires from taking an early exit. So, in this article, we offer actionable strategies for your
organization to do just that.

WHY DO CANDIDATES GHOST?
With record numbers of job openings, job-seekers are more empowered than ever to be picky
about the company they choose to work for. This means that candidates are likely interviewing
with multiple companies at the same time—and they may not disclose it.
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At the same time, the COVID-19 pandemic was a catalyst for an immense digital transformation of the
recruiting process, with everything from phone screens and interviews to offers and onboarding being
conducted completely online. Of course, while this has made it easier and faster to apply to jobs (with “easy
apply” options and text interviews the norm), it has also informalized the process and made it feel less
personal than a face-to-face hiring journey.
As a result, employers who rely solely on these technologies without establishing a human touch might
struggle to build a more personal connection with candidates. Furthermore, because the majority of the
hiring process now takes place online from behind a screen, it can be difficult for recruiters and candidates
to build the same rapport that they would have when communicating in person; when you remove the
investment that comes from traveling to meet someone in person and replace it with a simple click, the
entire process can start to feel more transactional and less human.
All of this can lead to poor communication overall, leaving candidates feeling like they might not need to
provide any formal closure. According to Indeed data, here are some of the consequences of ineffective
communication with the recruiter or hiring manager:

26%

of ghosters said they simply weren’t comfortable telling the employer they
had a change of heart

13%

mentioned general communication
problems with the recruiter

11%

just didn’t know what to do,
so they disappeared

And, not only is ghosting happening, but it also appears to be a rapidly growing trend: According to a 2021
survey from Indeed, 28% of job-seekers have ghosted an employer—a 10% increase from 2019 data—and
57% of employers believe it’s more common than ever before.
It’s important to note that the same Indeed survey found that ghosting in the workplace is a two-way street,
with 77% of job-seekers saying they’ve been ghosted by an employer. So, while ghosting has become a
normalized part of the hiring process (with employers starting the trend and candidates catching on), there
are some actionable steps that employers can take to avoid ghosting on both ends and help combat this
rising trend.

STRATEGIES TO KEEP CANDIDATES ENGAGED AFTER OFFER ACCEPTANCE
In addition to the increasing likelihood that candidates will renege on an offer, employers should also keep
in mind the various notice period requirements in countries around the world, which could be anywhere
from two weeks to six months, in some places. Clearly, half a year is an incredibly long time to keep
someone engaged and excited about your business, especially when that candidate is exploring other offers
and evaluating the benefits of each. So, how can you do it? Consider the following:
Focus on Employer Brand
It should come as no surprise that keeping candidates engaged after they accept an offer starts with the
work that’s done prior to them even applying; maintaining a powerful employer brand is key to keeping
candidates with you throughout the entire hiring process. More precisely, when a candidate receives a
competing offer or a compelling counteroffer from their current employer, is what your company offers
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going to be enough to keep them from changing their mind?
To that end, it’s important that your organization presents itself—on social media, employer review sites
and your careers site—in a positive light. You’ll want the candidate to be reminded of the value you offer—
whether that’s in the form of benefits; flexibility; growth opportunities; diversity and inclusion initiatives; or
otherwise—everywhere they look. The mental picture a candidate keeps of you in the back of their mind (or
when someone mentions your company’s name) is make or break when it comes to them following through
on an offer acceptance and showing up for day one.
Make Open Communication Standard
Lack of communication is one of the top reasons candidates ghost after accepting an offer, so establishing
strong, open lines of communication from the start can make a huge difference in how the hiring process
plays out. For example, encourage recruiters and hiring managers to communicate with candidates
frequently by keeping them informed of their application status, providing updates on next steps and simply
checking in to see if candidates have any questions. This can help build a sense of familiarity and rapport
that is often lost when recruiters only communicate when absolutely necessary.
Your organization can also stand out from others by candidly asking candidates where they are in the hiring
process with other potential employers. Then, depending on your recruitment timeline, you can adjust key
interviews and deadlines to avoid losing your candidate to a competing offer. This will also help you get an
idea of whether your candidate is entertaining other offers that they may be more interested in overall; then,
even if they do accept an offer from you, this can help you be better prepared for the possibility that they’ll
renege and accept a position elsewhere.
Finally, the key is to maintain that line of communication even after the candidate has accepted an offer; if
you ghost your brand-new hire, they’ll be more likely to ghost you in turn.
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Get the Offer Out Fast
The more time your hiring process takes, the more time candidates have to consider taking other jobs.
You’ve received a verbal offer acceptance; that’s great. Now, the time it takes for you to get official
paperwork out and signed is critical. Engagement levels are highest at this point, and it’s critical that you
get the offer out before the candidate has the chance to get cold feet.
If possible, get all of your organization’s internal approvals finalized prior to your verbal offer so that the
official written offer can be sent almost immediately. If your organization has a lengthier process that
cannot be shortened, then be sure to communicate that to the candidate so their expectations are set
accordingly.
Utilize Thoughtful Touchpoints
Perhaps most important, maintain frequent communication with the candidate during the period between
offer acceptance (whether verbal or written) and day one. This can include messages of congratulations
from the hiring manager and anyone else they may have met and interviewed with during the hiring process.
Additionally, consider pairing your new hire with a current employee who can help them prepare for their
first day. Or, in smaller organizations, set up a one-on-one meeting with a key leader to welcome them to
the company. This can help the candidate feel connected to the team before they’ve even officially started—
and will help keep the organization front of mind.
Redefine Onboarding & Start Immediately
When competing with multiple offers and long notice periods, beginning your onboarding process before
the new hire officially starts can be a great way to keep them engaged and feeling like they’re a part of the
team. For instance, if you’re in an office, consider sending your new hire a video tour or inviting them in for
a real one. Or, if your team is planning to get together for an in-person or virtual happy hour, invite the new
hire to join.
You can also send your new hire more information about your company, culture, employee resource
groups and more to help them start feeling like a part of the team. Plus, what better way to foster a sense
of connection and pride than by sending a welcome kit and some company swag? Finally, encourage the
new hire’s colleagues and manager to reach out frequently to check in and express excitement for them to
officially get started on the team.

THE WHOLE PACKAGE
Essentially, candidate experience is really about the whole package—from establishing a strong employer
brand all the way to onboarding. How you present your organization—as well as how it’s perceived by
the public—is paramount. Moreover, remaining front of mind for candidates throughout the entire hiring
process (and especially post-offer) is critical so as not to lose them to competing offers or a change of
heart. In today’s market, employers can’t afford to slip and miss any opportunity for communication,
connection and engagement.
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LABOR MARKET TRENDS AFFECTING
RECRUITMENT IN APAC
By ASHLEY KESSLER
trend writer

At PeopleScout, we’re committed to providing you with information to help guide your talent
acquisition decisions across the globe. This article is part of our series identifying talent trends
across the globe.
Asia Pacific (APAC) is home to more than 4.7 billion people, as well as some of the largest
global economies. And, because it’s made up of more than 50 countries and territories
with varied cultures, languages and job roles, it’s impossible to leverage the same talent
acquisition strategy across countries.
APAC by the Numbers

50+

countries & territories

2,300+
languages spoken

60%
of global population

However, according to the International Monetary Fund, APAC is also the fastest-growing
region in the world and, as such, represents a huge opportunity for global enterprises to
capitalize on this diverse talent pool. For this reason, it’s imperative for organizations to
understand the skills shortages, demographic gaps and pandemic recovery challenges
throughout the region.
In this article, we’ll cover some of the labor market trends in APAC. We’ll also point out what
multinational organizations should be aware of when it comes to immigration, education and
diversity, as well as their effect on talent acquisition in the region.

PANDEMIC RECOVERY CONTINUES TO VARY ACROSS APAC
The COVID-19 pandemic recovery continues to lag behind in Asia. For instance, China is still
enforcing its “zero-COVID” policy, while Shanghai and Hong Kong are dealing with spikes in
infection numbers and deaths, which is delaying border openings and stifling employment
recovery—particularly in economies that are dependent on tourism.
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Meanwhile, other countries in the region are showing greater resilience. Compared to other parts of the
world, the Great Resignation had been a step behind in APAC—but, as of March 2022, it seems to be in full
swing. In fact, 58% of workers in Australia, Singapore, Japan, Hong Kong and Malaysia are planning to leave
their current job. The motivations behind these moves seem to be on par with workers in the West; some
of the top reasons cited are lack of growth opportunities, salary dissatisfaction and concerns about their
wellbeing.
In Australia, the unemployment rate is at a record low of just under 4% as of May 2022, and it’s expected
to drop even lower. However, the country is also experiencing an acute labor shortage: The closure of
Australian borders during the pandemic meant that overseas migration to the country was negative for
the first time since 1946. Pre-pandemic, one in 10 workers in Australia was on a temporary work visa.
Then, as lockdowns went into place, hundreds of thousands of workers with temporary visas had to depart
Australia—leaving a record number of jobs vacant. Accordingly, with only the local labor pool to pull from,
unemployment dropped and vacancies soared, tripling in the retail and manufacturing sectors from 2020 to
2021.
Then, in December 2021, the country’s borders reopened to students and migrants with visas, which is
helping to fill positions—especially among casual jobs in retail and hospitality. Now, many Australian
organizations are looking to new talent pools, including tapping into globally dispersed talent. As an
example, PeopleScout recently helped a hospitality client take advantage of a visa strategy introduced to
attract chefs to Australia’s tourism industry: Through a Recruiter On-Demand solution, we were able to
source chefs in the United Kingdom who were willing to relocate.
With a large and complex country, the knock-on effect of the pandemic on the Australian labor pool is
still yet to be seen. Yet, CEOs in the country are optimistic, with 88% expecting growth in the Australian
economy.
Key Takeaways for Employers

Pandemic recovery
looks different across
APAC with some
countries experiencing
new spikes in cases.

The Great Resignation
has hit the region, so
employers should plan
for higher turnover.

Australian employers are exploring
new ways to fill their vacancies,
including hiring globally dispersed
talent and capitalizing on visa
strategies to target candidates
outside of the country who would be
willing to relocate.

SHIFTING DEMOGRAPHICS AFFECTING TALENT POOLS
Across APAC, many countries are facing labor shortages due, in part, to aging populations and the
accelerated rate of retirement during the COVID-19 pandemic. However, Gen Z makes up 25% of the APAC
population—and they’re keen to have an influence.
At the other end of the spectrum, a 2021 study from the Japanese government revealed that more than 40%
of workers aged 60 and older wanted to continue working, with many citing their desire to stay busy and give
back. Even so, experts project that Japan will face a labor shortage of 1.5 million workers by 2030, despite
expanded workforce participation and advancements in automation.
Meanwhile, in another part of Asia, India is experiencing a talent surplus: While most countries have seen a
post-pandemic drop in unemployment, India is experiencing a decline in jobs, with an unemployment rate of
more than 7.8% in April 2022. At the same time, the Indian workforce grew by 8.8 million people in April; so,
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even with unemployment dropping, available jobs are still not enough to satisfy the demand for work.
In 1991, the Indian government made sweeping reforms to its industrial and trade policies, which led
to greater foreign investment due to its youthful population. As a result, India went from a primarily
agricultural economy to a services-led economy with a boom in IT-related jobs. Consequently, there are
now fewer lower-skilled jobs to absorb the large number of unskilled or low-skilled workers.
Moreover, the vast majority of jobs in India are informal: Just 2% to 4% of Indian workers are in secure
jobs with access to benefits like retirement savings and healthcare. Therefore, these high unemployment
numbers could be influenced by the number of educated young people who can afford to remain jobless
while they find desirable work, rather than take low-paying positions. A 2022 report revealed that nearly
half of the Indian workforce does not want a job, including 21 million women who permanently left the
workforce from 2017 to 2021 due to safety concerns and responsibilities at home.
Key Takeaways for Employers

Japan’s aging
population has created
a looming labor force
gap. Organizations
should consider how
older workers can
contribute to their
mission.

Unlike other countries that
have seen unemployment
drop in the wake of the
pandemic, India has a high
rate of unemployment as
jobs have shifted away
from blue-collar work to
the tech sector during the
last several decades.

Organizations should
be aware of the labor
market landscape
in these countries
as they execute
workforce planning or
consider offshoring.

TECH INVESTMENT IS UP, BUT WOMEN ARE A MISSED OPPORTUNITY
The technology sector is having a significant influence on talent trends in the APAC region: India is home
to the largest tech companies, like Wipro, Infosys and HCL. The growth of the Indian IT industry has also
created more than 16 million jobs that drive the digital transformation for global enterprises offshoring
their IT and R&D functions to take advantage of India’s less-expensive software talent. To keep up with the
demand for tech talent, STEM university grads have more than doubled in India. Yet, despite IT being a top
interest for 21- to 25-year-olds, there’s still a talent shortage.
What’s more, with global enterprises embracing Indian talent, the country has also become a gateway to
other markets in Asia. Now, $1 of every $2 in global investment goes to companies in Asia, some of which
is fueling their own talent pools. For example, tech giant Apple has committed to building three Developer
Academies in Indonesia, which will each produce 200 iOS developers annually.
Meanwhile, as a long-time leader in innovation, Japan’s high-tech and renewable energy sectors are the
most profitable industries in the country. As a result, the Japanese education system is now adjusting to
keep up with the demand for digital and software skills: In 2020, computer programming languages were
introduced to elementary curricula. However, not all countries in APAC are stressing technology education.
In Australia, only 3,000 to 4,000 IT graduates enter the workforce each year, which won’t meet the need for
156,000 new technology workers by 2025 to ensure that economic growth is not stalled by skills shortages.
Any company looking to remain competitive—especially those in the manufacturing or technology sectors—
must emphasize becoming a top employer in APAC. And, one talent pool they could look to attract in Asia is
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women. Diversity and inclusion is one area where the wide variety of cultures across APAC shows itself, but
the region scored highest on the importance of maintaining gender roles. Of course, it varies from country
to country but, in patriarchal societies like Japan and China, females are often underrepresented in the
workplace due to traditional views about women taking care of the home, rather than contributing to the
household income.
Unfortunately, the tech sector will suffer the most from this, with men making up 84% of STEM graduates
in Japan alone. Conversely, companies that invest in reskilling and upskilling women—while also providing
flexible work arrangements—will reap the rewards when it comes to attracting and retaining female talent.
Indeed, research from McKinsey shows that Asia Pacific could add $4.5 trillion to annual GDP in 2025 by
closing the gender employment gap.
Key Takeaways for Employers

APAC has experienced
huge investments from
the technology sector,
but there’s still stiff
competition due to a
skills shortage.

Organizations should
consider developing a
training program to feed
their talent pool, similar to
what Apple has done with
its Developer Academies in
Indonesia.

Women are
underrepresented
in the workplace
in some countries
in APAC. As such,
organizations should
think about upskilling
this demographic as a
means of plugging the
skills gap.

RPO IN APAC
Despite the challenges of COVID-19 and changing demographics, corporations in the APAC region have
showed resilient, expanding profits throughout the last decade. And, enticed by the large labor market,
leading organizations are investing in the talent pools of APAC as a means of future-proofing their
workforce.
However, the complexity of the region also means that there’s no one-size-fits-all solution for recruitment
in APAC. So, increasingly, global enterprises are turning to recruitment process outsourcing (RPO).
According to Everest Group, Asia Pacific is the fastest growing region for RPO and is set to make a swift
recovery; finding the right RPO partner in APAC can help you navigate the region’s unique talent market
conditions—and capitalize on the growth it offers.
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THE LAW OF ATTRACTION: LEVERAGING
MARKETING STRATEGIES TO
SUPERCHARGE TALENT ACQUISITION
PART ONE: CONSIDERING TALENT ACQUISITION AS MARKETING
By ERIC DYSON
trend writer

The talent acquisition landscape is more competitive today than it has been at any point in
history. Specifically, the global talent shortage stands at 40 million workers and is forecasted
to reach more than 85 million by 2030, costing employers around the world more than $8
trillion in lost revenue. This means that, to stay ahead, employers need to implement new
strategies and reimagine what talent acquisition can be; talent leaders need to be able to draw
in candidates in the same way that brands draw in consumers.
To make that process even more difficult, the types of offerings that job-seekers want from
a potential employer has shifted dramatically in the past few years: According to LinkedIn’s
Global Talent Trends Report, since 2019, there’s been sharp growth in members posting about
the following topics:

+362%
Flexible
Work

+35%
Well
Being

+15%
Company
Culture

The data is clear: Candidates are seeking employers that can provide flexibility and a greater
work/life balance. As a result, organizations that excel at highlighting a company culture that’s
compatible with current talent market trends will remain competitive in the hunt for talent.
As a talent professional, you may not think about marketing as a recruitment function. However, a large part of ensuring that your talent pipeline is stocked with the best talent involves
making sure that your organization is an attractive place to work for candidates. Thus, recruitment and marketing need to work together. The job of a talent acquisition team is more than
just hiring great talent; it also includes attracting talent and enticing them to commit. In this
four-part section, we’ll cover how employers can leverage modern marketing techniques to
recruit and better engage candidates at each stage of the recruitment marketing funnel.
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THE CASE FOR IMPLEMENTING MODERN MARKETING STRATEGIES
Typically, consumers require engagement across multiple touchpoints before deciding on a purchase—and
it’s up to an organization’s marketing team to facilitate engagement at each stage of the sales funnel. Jobseekers are no different and often need multiple interactions with an organization’s employer brand before
applying for a role; in this case, it’s the job of the talent acquisition team to facilitate these interactions
throughout the recruitment funnel.
Granted, the stages of the talent acquisition funnel depend on an organization’s hiring practices, but
we can make some generalizations. For the purposes of this article, we’ll cover three vital functions in
the recruitment marketing process: 1) attracting candidates, 2) converting candidates and 3) closing
candidates. During each of these functions, talent teams need to properly engage and nurture job-seekers
with the right recruitment marketing strategies. Below, we outline smart recruitment marketing strategies
for candidate engagement.

ATTRACTING CANDIDATES
According to LinkedIn, 70% of the global workforce is passive talent, with the remaining 30% of talent
actively seeking jobs. With that in mind, the first—and arguably most important—function in recruitment
marketing for talent acquisition teams is to determine a strategy to attract candidates. Of course,
candidates may already have some idea of your organization as a consumer brand, so the main objective of
this stage is to introduce your organization’s employer brand to job-seekers for the first time.
At this stage, your engagement with candidates should be designed to gain and retain their interests, with
the hope of converting them later in the recruitment marketing funnel. As such, building employer brand
awareness and providing positive candidate experiences is key. For instance, consider how candidates will
perceive your organization through the channels listed below. Will they have a positive view of what it’s like
to work for your organization? Do they get an accurate picture of your company culture?

Social Media

Mass Media

Trade Publications

Employee Referral
Networks

Job Fairs

CONVERTING CANDIDATES
The main marketing priority for talent acquisition teams during the candidate conversion stage should be
to steer candidate interest into action, thereby converting them from job-seekers into active prospects in
the talent pipeline. This step occurs when candidates gain a positive impression from the touchpoints they
encounter in the attraction stage.
Fortunately, there are various methods for converting candidates. For example, they can sign up for a
newsletter, register for an event or request job posting updates via your career page. And, while they may
not have applied to any of your open positions yet, they’re interested enough in your organization to provide
their contact information. Similarly, employers can also leverage talent communities to convert candidates
looking to connect with other professionals in their industry. Remember, to comply with the General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR), just make sure to collect two types of consent when collecting personal data
(such as email, phone, address, name, etc.) from applicants.
Additionally, at this stage, keep in mind that you’re asking candidates to provide your organization with two
of their valuable resources: Time and personal information. Next, at the conversion stage, you’re asking for
contact information, but only a small amount of time.
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Then, to get to the next stage, candidates will have to give your organization even more of both. Therefore,
in the touchpoints listed below, consider what the experience is like for candidates; is it positive and easy
enough to get someone to a closing stage?

Careers Page

Job Boards

Talent Community

Email Sign-Ups

CLOSING CANDIDATES
During the closing function in recruitment marketing, talent teams are managing a flow of vetted and
engaged candidates with a goal to turn these candidates into applicants. This means that candidates are
willing to take the time to complete your application and provide you with a significant amount of personal
information. Notably, the candidate is also making an emotional investment in your organization; they’re
excited for this role. As such, they could be setting themselves up for disappointment if they don’t make it
through the process. For this reason, it’s important to consider what you’re asking of candidates to help get
them through the closing process.
Furthermore, while closing prospects, your recruitment marketing materials should aid the candidate’s
decision-making process by informing them of open positions, inviting them to recruiting events, or even
proposing a virtual meet-and-greet where the candidate can casually meet with members of your team.
Think about the touchpoints listed below and how candidates will experience them. Likewise, communicate
about your interviewing and hiring process upfront for a more seamless experience for both candidates and
hiring managers.

Email Campaigns

Candidate-Centric
Content

Event Invitations

On-Site & Virtual
Interviews

Onboarding
New Hires

DIGGING DEEPER
In parts two and three, we’ll go into greater detail on how talent acquisition teams can leverage modern
marketing techniques to intelligently engage candidates at each stage of the recruitment marketing funnel.
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THE LAW OF ATTRACTION: LEVERAGING
MARKETING STRATEGIES TO
SUPERCHARGE TALENT ACQUISITION
PART TWO: CREATING TALENT AQUISITION CONTENT THAT ENGAGES
CANDIDATES
By ERIC DYSON
trend writer

Content marketing has fast become a go-to channel for marketing teams looking to generate
interest in products; gain leads; drive organic traffic; and build a library of informative and indepth content for clients and prospects.
However, attracting candidates with content isn’t limited to just marketing to potential customers; rather, recruitment departments can also harness the power of well-crafted content to
convert job-seekers into applicants. In fact, content marketing can help talent teams engage
top candidates in a number of thoughtful and meaningful ways that intersect with a job-seeker’s interests.
Effective content marketing can also make a difference in moving the candidate along to the
next stage. In particular, content marketing as a talent acquisition strategy should focus on
engaging job-seekers with relevant articles, white papers relevant to their career interests,
webinars, videos, or podcasts to help a candidate navigate through an employer’s recruitment
funnel. When brainstorming recruitment content, look at industry publications and professional groups on LinkedIn to identify current topics of interest for candidates in your industry.
In Part Two of this section, we’ll discuss how to create relevant content and ensure candidates
are able to find it.
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Well-Crafted Content:

•

Provides candidates with the materials they need to
learn more about your organization

•

Delivers value to the candidate without asking for a
commitment

•

Offers another channel to broadcast your employer
value proposition (EVP) and your brand as a whole

How Should You Package Your Content?

•

Written Content: White papers, ebooks, webinars
and videos

•

Audio/Visual Content: Podcasts, interviews, live
streams of company events, and scripted or
unscripted video content

•

Visual Content: Infographics, diagrams, flowcharts
and graphs

High-Performing Content Ideas:

•

Examples of your company living its
values and mission statement

•
•

Stories and testimonials from employees

•

Photos and videos of company events and
fun, in-office activities

•

Charity and community events

Question-and-answer sessions with
employees from various departments

CONSIDERING DIFFERENT TYPES OF
CONTENT
An effective content marketing strategy includes
a variety of content types to fill various channels
and appeal to different types of candidates. That’s
because some candidates may prefer to watch a
video, whereas others would rather read an article.
Likewise, some may like to learn in bite-sized pieces,
while others appreciate an in-depth article. With that
in mind, below are a few types of content to consider
adding to your mix.
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Career Blog
Your organization may already have a blog where
the marketing team regularly posts content
for your potential customers. In the same vein,
consider a blog on your careers site to better
educate and engage candidates about what it’s like
to work for your organization.
Then, when generating blog articles, keep in mind
that each piece of content needs to be of value to
the reader. According to the Content Marketing
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Institute, only 66% of marketers prioritize their
audience’s needs over their sales message when
creating content. In contrast, 88% of the most
successful marketers prioritize audience needs over
sales messaging.
To that end, consider:

•

Interviewing employees across all roles and
asking them to describe how they got to where
they are today

•

Sharing news about exciting projects

•

Featuring hiring managers to discuss the hiring
process and post updates on upcoming events

Similarly, if you have strong writers on your
team, ask them to write short blogs about their
experiences.
Video Content
Video is a great format for recruitment content
that often boosts candidate engagement. Take the
booming popularity of video-based social media
platforms like TikTok, YouTube and Instagram as
evidence that this is a particularly influential type
of content for young workers. Video is particularly
powerful on social channels, so consider amplifying
your efforts by encouraging colleagues to act as
employee brand ambassadors for your organization
on their social channels. Besides, job-seekers trust

an organization’s employees three times more than
the company itself to provide credible information
on what it’s like to work there.
If you’re just getting started in video, don’t worry
about high production quality. Due to the popularity
of tools like Zoom during the pandemic, as well as
the proliferation of video on social media, candidates
are used to watching basic videos. In fact, the
authentic feel of these types of videos can often
yield even higher engagement than professionally
produced content.
Micro & Social Content
Talent teams are stretched thin, so consistently
creating long-form content may be challenging.
So, if your team lacks the bandwidth to create
long-form content, consider shorter, “micro
content.” This might include sharing small bits of
entertaining or informative news or industry updates
with candidates on social media or micro-content
platforms.
Social media, in particular, is perfect for micro
content, with 94% of content marketers using
social media platforms to distribute content. This
content could include fun moments from the
workplace, employee testimonials, or short videos
of the company participating at a career fair or
a conference. Essentially, content marketing is
an opportunity to explore as many different ways
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to connect with your audience as possible; just
remember to stay on brand and keep a consistent
theme with language and design. This way,
prospects will enjoy a more uniform and cohesive
candidate experience.

SEO & RECRUITING: LEVERAGING SEARCH
TO SOURCE TALENT
If you take the time to create content for candidates,
it’s important to make sure that they can find it
easily. Search Engine Optimization (SEO) is the
practice of optimizing a website to rank higher in
search engines like Google, Yahoo and Bing—and
doing so can help drive job-seekers to your careers
page organically. In particular, well-optimized pages
rely on homing in on and deploying the right set of
keywords, as well as tailoring metadata for search
and making sure the pages load quickly.
When done right—and in conjunction with highquality content—SEO can lead to a great deal of
traffic and conversions on a career site. Plus,
leveraging SEO as a talent acquisition strategy
makes sense, as 226 million job-seekers use Google
each month to begin their job search. What’s more,
51% of all content consumption comes from organic
traffic. Accordingly, with employers across the globe
struggling not only to source and recruit talent, but
also to increase retention, a smart SEO strategy is
an integral component in the recruitment marketing
arsenal.
Metadata
Meta titles and meta descriptions are the two
fields that show up on a Search Engine Results
Page (SERP). This is the page you see after typing
something into a search engine like Google.
Metadata makes it easier for Google to spot and
index your careers page content on relevant search
results pages. For this reason, your meta title
should be clear so job-seekers immediately know
the title and location of the job opening when they
visit your page. The meta description is the caption
beneath the title that describes the web page’s
content in more detail. A tailored meta description
helps Google and job-seekers quickly identify and
interact with your content in the way that you intend.
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When creating a meta description, try to stick to the
following guidelines:

•

Limit it to no more than 155 characters.

•

Keep it clear and concise, with a call to action
for job-seekers.

•

Reference the language of the page you’re
working on to really nail your metadata.

Keyword Research
Although it can be time-consuming, researching
and choosing the right keywords can also help you
obtain greater visibility from qualified job-seekers,
as well as increase organic search traffic to your
site.
Begin by understanding which short- and longtail keywords job-seekers use to search for jobs
relevant to your company. You can also research
which keywords your competitors are using in
their job postings, as well as more comprehensive
content, to inform and expand your keyword list.
Notably, this may require job titles and descriptions
to be altered. While you’re at it, pay close attention
to keyword intent—the reason for a job-seeker’s
search. Ensuring that this is part of your SEO
recruitment strategy guarantees that keywords are
aligned to your broader business goals. Additionally,
if you’re a brick-and-mortar business, utilize locally
focused keywords in your content to better reach
quality candidates in close proximity to you.
Content marketing can also fuel other parts of
the recruitment marketing mix, and email is the
perfect channel to start expanding your content
marketing program. What’s more, content and email
marketing campaigns can complement each other
by increasing the sharing of content and expanding
reach. In the next section, we’ll offer tips on how
email marketing can give your content a boost.
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THE LAW OF ATTRACTION: LEVERAGING
MARKETING STRATEGIES TO
SUPERCHARGE TALENT ACQUISITION
PART THREE: EMAIL MARKETING & TALENT ACQUISITION
By ERIC DYSON
trend writer
Email marketing has been around for decades as an effective means of prospect engagement.
However, that doesn’t mean that you can just throw together an email, send it out and expect
great results. Nowadays, prospects are savvy about techniques deployed by marketers and
may become annoyed or tune out marketing messaging that’s done incorrectly.
However, when recruitment marketing email campaigns are successful, recruiters can
engage candidates at the right cadence. According to a DataBox survey, 33.3% of marketers
said they sent weekly emails, while 26.7% sent monthly emails. In this case, recruiters can
leverage the expertise of their marketing teams regarding send times, email schedules and
other data points to ensure that content is optimally delivered. Plus, well-cadenced and timely
emails ensure that your employer brand is in front of prospects at the right time, making your
employer brand more memorable to prospects looking to shift careers.
Furthermore, email marketing can be an effective strategy for distributing your marketing
content to candidates, as well as building additional trust in your employer brand. Notably,
77% of consumers preferred email marketing over other methods of permission-based
advertising. And, email marketing often produces results because the audience has opted in to
receive marketing materials and wants to hear from you. (Plus, they can choose to opt out at
any time.)
So, in this article, we’ll cover the different types of emails that you can use to interact with
candidates; how you can use your content marketing collateral to boost the influence of your
emails; and how to craft effective messages.

TYPES OF EMAILS
Email Newsletters
Marketing teams often send email newsletters to prospective and current clients to update
recipients on company news, content, products, and other company updates. Similarly, talent
acquisition teams should also consider creating newsletters to keep candidates warm.
Specifically, your newsletter could share thought leadership pieces from your organization,
webinars, job events and more. You can also use email newsletters to share the content
marketing pieces you’ve created for your careers site. Or, link to articles on your careers blog
or a video interview you’ve posted with a current employee. Periodical newsletters and other
helpful content will also keep your employer brand top of mind and increase the likelihood of
your talent community recommending you to a member of their network.
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Application Invitation Email
The first time many candidates hear from an organization is when a recruiter or sourcer reaches out inviting
them to apply for a specific role. These types of emails are common, and your recruiters likely already send
them frequently. However, they can be made more effective.
For example, the goal of your email copy should be to gain a prospective candidate’s attention in the
first sentence. Therefore, crafting an engaging, but brief introductory sentence or two helps the reader
understand who you are and why you’re reaching out.
Typical recruitment emails often begin with an introduction of the recruiter, such as: “Hi, I’m a recruiter
with {employer}. We have an open position you may be interested in.”
Instead, consider opening with: “Hi {Name of Candidate}, My name is {Your Name} and I noticed that your
experience in X could make you a great fit for Y role at Z company. Would you be interested in setting up a
time to discuss Y role and Z company?”

In the first approach, notice how the company puts itself ahead of the candidate. Alternatively, in a more
personalized approach, the employer places the prospect at the heart of every communication.
Interview Invitation Email
If a candidate makes it further along in the recruitment funnel, you’ll likely send them an email inviting
them to interview. And, when inviting a candidate to interview, it’s crucial that the following are included in
your email:

•

Where the interview will be

•

The agenda of the interview

•

Who will be involved in the
interview

Providing all of this information upfront will help everyone be better prepared, more productive and better
focused on what matters during the interview. Below, we’ve outlined how to structure your interview
invitation email:

•

First paragraph: Quickly explain who you are and why you’re emailing the candidate so they know
they’re being invited to interview, not apply.

•

Second paragraph: Here, provide a date that’s best for your team or give a few options for the candidate
to choose from.
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•

Third paragraph: Offer a clear agenda to keep the candidate on track. This will also give the candidate a
better idea of what to expect and help them prepare.

•

Fourth paragraph: Provide the location of where your interview will take place, including how to get
there and who to ask for when they arrive. Or, if the interview will not be in-person, share instructions
on how to interview virtually.

Offer Emails
Top candidates are often sent offers quickly after interviewing, so it’s important to reach out fast. The
moment your talent acquisition team is ready to make an offer, be sure to include the following in your offer
email.

•

First paragraph: Include a brief greeting and review of the interview you had with them.

•

Second paragraph: Get right to the point and congratulate them on the offer. Double-check everything
and make sure that you’re presenting the offer in the best way possible in terms of candidate
expectation, salary, benefits and work location. Many times, this information is the deciding factor as to
whether the candidate accepts the offer.

•

Call to action: Remind the candidate that they need to take action, outlining when and how to take it.
Also, include contact information in case the candidate has questions about the offer. Finally, to end this
email with a persuasive punch, include a line about the candidate’s future with your organization.

BEST PRACTICES FOR CRAFTING EMAILS
Subject Lines
Subject lines are arguably the most important component of an email as 64% of email recipients decide to
open emails based on subject lines. Therefore, while much of your focus may be on creating the copy and
imagery of your email, you should also take time to write a great subject line.
More precisely, a great subject line is short, descriptive and provides a call to action (CTA). Unfortunately,
many recruiting emails are written without mobile users in mind. But, with 41% of emails opened on mobile
devices, it’s crucial to keep your writing concise because most mobile devices are only capable of displaying
five or six words of a subject line. Also, consider a little personalization in your subject lines. Personalized
subject lines in email increase unique open rates by up to 27%, leading to an 11% higher click-to-open rate
overall. Consider this option:
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In this example, the sender has personalized the email by referencing a career milestone, while
simultaneously inviting the recipient to have a low-pressure conversation. This approach appeals to the
candidate’s experience and offers the promise of a career opportunity where future growth is possible.
Body Copy
While you may be tempted to share a lot of information in your cold recruiting emails, recipients might not
have time for all of it. Conversely, a study by Boomerang found that emails with 75 to 100 words had the
highest response rate; so, write short, descriptive and action-driven copy and provide only the essential
information that’s relevant to your candidates. Additionally, avoid buzzwords or jargon so that your offer
clearly stands out.
The labor market will likely remain highly competitive for the foreseeable future, with employers battling it
out for candidates’ attention. And now, more than ever, candidates understand what they want from work
and are trying to find an environment where they’ll belong and grow. So, to attract talent, it’s essential to
show candidates that you’re offering more than just a job—and that begins with recruitment marketing that
showcases the value you provide to candidates.
Remember, the goal of talent acquisition marketing is no longer to just post a job offer and wait for
applicants; it’s about fostering a community, enriching its members, and helping to nurture and encourage
them to consider a career with your organization.
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THE LAW OF ATTRACTION: LEVERAGING
MARKETING STRATEGIES TO
SUPERCHARGE TALENT ACQUISITION
PART FOUR: BRIDGING THE GAP BETWEEN CONSUMER & EMPLOYER
BRAND: VODAFONE
By ERIC DYSON
trend writer
A well-managed and reputable employer brand can go a long way in helping organizations
recruit better talent, improve hiring metrics and position an organization as an employer of
choice in their industry. In fact, according to Glassdoor, 92% of candidates would consider
changing employers if they were offered a role within an organization that had a good
reputation. As a result, a strong brand can improve cost per hire by up to 50%.
Moreover, Glassdoor found that the benefits of a powerful employer brand extended beyond
recruitment; consider that nearly 30% of candidates have resigned within the first 90 days
of starting a role, citing misalignment between the employer and their employer brand.
Conversely, organizations that actively invest in employer brand improve their turnover by as
much as 28%.
At PeopleScout, we pride ourselves on our ability to partner with clients to hire top talent
by building a strategic talent acquisition architecture with employer branding at its heart.
So, in this article, we present a real-world example of how PeopleScout’s expert team of
talent advisors provided employer branding guidance and delivered a marketing campaign
that attracted, engaged and hired the best talent for multinational technology conglomerate
Vodafone.

CHANGING MINDS
When an organization’s brand is a household name, there’s often an overlap in sentiment
between consumer and employer brand in the minds of the public—an association that can
sometimes come with unforeseen complications. This was the case for PeopleScout client
Vodafone. Its reputation among the UK public was one of a mobile phone retailer and nothing
else—a perception that hurt the organization’s ability to become an employer of choice among
young people.
However, behind that perception, Vodafone is a multifaceted innovator in the technology and
communications industry with a mission and purpose to make the future a better place. With
this knowledge, it was up to PeopleScout’s team to reshape Vodafone’s employer brand in the
minds of its target demographic: Newly graduated job-seekers who shared the company’s
passion for improving communities and the lives of their customers.

HIRING WITH PURPOSE
In employer branding, purpose is the key to unlocking the way that an employer engages with
job-seekers. Now, more than ever, job-seekers want more from their employer; they want
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to feel a sense of belonging and that the work they
do has meaning and provides a sense of personal
development. In fact, according to research from
Blue Beyond Consulting of knowledge workers aged
45 and younger, 52% said they would quit their jobs
to feel a sense of belonging and that the work they
do has meaning and provides a sense of personal
development. In fact, according to research from
Blue Beyond Consulting of knowledge workers aged
45 and younger, 52% said they would quit their jobs
if their employers’ values didn’t align with their own.
Notably, Vodafone’s future hiring strategy was
focused as much on purpose as it was on placing
great talent in the right roles. Its purpose was to
address high levels of youth unemployment head
on by committing to hire up to 100,000 young jobseekers with digital workplace experience. Then,
Vodafone set another ambitious goal: To support
the development of digital skills in 10 million
young people, given that one in five candidates
in their target demographic stated that they felt
underprepared for the digital economy.
To help Vodafone meet its bold vision of the future,
PeopleScout needed to craft an employer brand
with multigenerational appeal to attract candidates
from Millennials to Gen Z and beyond. Ideally,
these candidates are achievers with ambitions
beyond working in mobile phone retail. As such,
Vodafone’s employer brand campaign had to engage
imaginations and change its audiences’ perceptions
by presenting itself as a major tech company—not
a retailer—and by building its reputation as a youth
employer of choice for ambitious job-seekers.

AUDIENCE INSIGHTS: LEVERAGING
SOCIAL MEDIA TO REACH THE RIGHT
AUDIENCE
Social media platforms are one of the most broadly
used channels for employers looking to build and
improve their employer brands. Of course, this isn’t
surprising when your factor in the following: 25%
of all job-seekers use social media as their primary
tool for job-searching and seven out of 10 18- to
34-year-olds report having found their previous
job through social media. The case for social
media recruiting is clear, but how can employers
effectively integrate social media strategy into their
employer brand?
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For Vodafone, we found that 90.4% of the brand’s
target audience regularly used social media. On
top of this, 91% of all social media users accessed
channels via their mobile devices. With this in mind,
we developed a mobile-first, social media-friendly
campaign. Additionally, further research showed us
that many students with the right background and
personal qualifications didn’t apply due to a lack of
confidence. Therefore, we needed a message that
was bold, relatable and empowering.
Meanwhile, just as important as the audience
insights were the strategic considerations.
Candidates are also customers; when buying
products, they expect a streamlined, user-friendly,
friction-free process. And now, they have the same
expectation when making career decisions. So, we
made every touchpoint (especially applying) as slick
and easy as possible.
Granted, no contemporary attraction approach can
be just about advertising; long-term connections
are far more powerful. So, central to our strategy
was helping Vodafone engage in conversations,
initiatives and support with high-potential university
students throughout their full university lifecycle. In
short, the strategy was to start on day one, not year
three.

THE CORE MESSAGE:
#GENERATIONPOSSIBLE
There are a variety of strategies you can employ
to share your employer brand with candidates,
but storytelling is one of the most powerful. From
career sites to job-search platforms, there are
plenty of opportunities to tell interesting, unique
stories that capture the attention of job-seekers
and entice them to apply. But, knowing exactly what
stories to tell—and how to tell them—is not always
easy.
So, our message for Vodafone’s campaign aimed
to capture the spirit of change and possibility, as
well as draw on the opportunity for young people
to have an influence on the world for the better.
For instance, the visual elements of the campaign
approach used photography that reflected our target
audience, combined with bold headline statements.
Similarly, social and site content featured current
grads and interns sharing their advice for the next
generation of Vodafone employees.
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Campaign Highlights:

Results

•

A six-month social media strategy targeted to
mobile users

The campaign comfortably exceeded Vodafone’s
expectations:

•

A #GenerationPossible video at the heart of the
campaign

•

Vodafone generated more than 16,000
applications, performing 60% above its targets.

•

A campaign matrix of 104 social posts with 20
mini videos/GIFs

•

PeopleScout’s campaign helped improve
diversity, increasing female applicants by 23%.

•

We increased Instagram post impressions by
89.3% (post-campaign vs. pre-campaign).

•

Social media drove strong engagement and
provided more than 1.5 million Facebook
impressions, as well as 6.8 million impressions
on organic posts on LinkedIn.

•

PeopleScout also deployed a hyper-targeted
paid Facebook campaign that produced 390,510
impressions and 2,541 clicks—all from the
audience we wanted to target.

Supporting Executions
Our research identified that our target audience felt
like they weren’t good enough or lacked the skills
to take on these roles. So, we created a series of
videos featuring current Vodafone graduate recruits
and interns. These videos explored Vodafone
life, wellbeing, social responsibility, innovation,
assessment center and other advice to help prepare
candidates for the interview process.
Spreading the Message
Apart from social media, we also organized a
series of 41 on-campus events to connect students
directly with Vodafone employees. We also carefully
targeted campuses with the highest female-to-male
ratios for tech degrees as a way to help increase
female applications.

These numbers are backed up by audience
sentiment: We significantly improved Vodafone’s
reputation as an employer, jumping 27 places in
the TT100 rankings. As a result of this success,
Vodafone also asked us to develop the concept for
its apprentice campaign audience and roll it out
through a new assessment process design.
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PRIORITIZING MENTAL HEALTH:
CREATING A CULTURE THAT PROMOTES
EMPLOYEE WELLBEING
By LISA LOFTUS
trend writer

After more than two years of living with COVID-19, the mental effects have become as clear
as the physical ones: Social isolation; health and safety concerns; childcare and other
caretaking responsibilities; bereavement; financial difficulties; and unemployment are all
factors contributing to our deteriorating mental health. Globally, the overall number of mental
disorder cases rose dramatically in 2020, with an additional 53.2 million cases of anxiety
and 76.2 million cases of major depressive disorders, as reported by the Institute for Health
Metrics and Evaluation (IHME).
“These are stressful times,” said Stephen Etkind, a telemedicine provider with First
Stop Health. “Half of Americans say their mental health has been affected by the
pandemic. When you add racial injustices and a recession into the equation, a mental
health crisis is imminent.”

In fact, the American Psychological Association suggests that we are in “survival mode”—
and the ongoing stress of the pandemic is only partially to blame. With the ongoing crisis in
Ukraine and some economic experts predicting an imminent recession, it’s no wonder that
stress levels are skyrocketing; this overwhelming feeling of global uncertainty can lead to even
faster burnout when coupled with the stress of day-to-day tasks in the workplace.
To that end, Forbes noted that nearly six times as many employers have reported increased
mental health issues among employees since the pandemic began. Clearly, this growing
problem is one that employers can’t afford to ignore.
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STAGGERING STATISTICS
Recently, mind/body health company All Points North conducted a survey of 1,000 individuals.
They found that, since the onset of the pandemic, 36% of respondents reported experiencing more anxiety,
32% were suffering more panic attacks and 27% reported greater depression—with more than 30% saying
that they regularly battled stress and anxiety. Similarly, a recent report from Indeed found that 52% of all
workers were feeling burned out, up more than 9% from a pre-COVID survey.
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And, it’s easy to see why: Forbes reported that the pandemic has been the most traumatic event that 50% of
all Americans have experienced in their lifetime. And, a study by McKinsey found that one out of every three
employees said their return to the workplace has had a negative influence on their mental health.
According to the 2022 State of Workplace Mental Health report by Lyra Health, working parents and other
caregivers are more likely to face mental health challenges; nearly 90% of caregivers surveyed said they
had experienced at least one mental health challenge in the last year and were more likely to experience
worsening mental health. Moreover, Mental Health America estimates that depression costs the U.S. $51
billion in absenteeism and lost productivity alone, and Gallup data backs up this theory: Gallup found that
burned-out employees were 63% more likely to take a sick day and more than twice as likely to be actively
looking for a different job.
However, just as employee mental health is not a new concern, it’s also not one that will vanish anytime
soon. As such, it’s essential for employers to recognize and prioritize the psychological safety of their
employees, just as they protect employees’ physical safety. But, how do employers prioritize mental health
in order to retain employees and give themselves a competitive advantage? Let’s start by taking a closer
look at worker expectations.
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WHAT WORKERS WANT
In what some may consider a silver lining, the pandemic shined a light on previously unexamined areas of
peoples’ lives—causing many to shift their priorities, rethink their work/life balance and reevaluate what
really matters. And, these moments of clarity are unlikely to be forgotten anytime soon. As evidenced by
the Great Resignation, workers want a change in their working lives and are prepared to leave their jobs in
overwhelming numbers if they don’t get it.
For instance, according to a FlexJobs survey, 56% of workers listed flexibility in their workday as the
top way that their employer could better support them. In fact, remote work is considered the most
important element to compensation and benefit packages, ranked only behind salary. Encouraging time
off and offering mental health days were tied for second at 43%, and 28% said increased PTO and better
health insurance were needed. Evidently, adopting a remote or hybrid work model could go far in many
organizations, although that may not always be realistic depending on the role or industry. Fortunately,
there are other ways that employers can ensure employee wellbeing.

ACTIONABLE WAYS TO PRIORITIZE MENTAL HEALTH
The problem is clear: Employees are suffering mentally, emotionally, psychologically and even physically.
So, to effectively prioritize the mental health of employees, it must be woven into the fabric of a company’s
culture. The following are a few actionable ways you can do so.
Effective Leadership
As with any meaningful cultural change, leader buy-in is essential—and mental health prioritization in the
workplace starts at the top. By demonstrating awareness, compassion and openness toward mental health,
leaders can reduce employee concerns of being perceived as weak or vulnerable if they come forward with
an issue. And, the most successful leaders know that leading by what they do is far more effective than what
they say.
In an article on post-pandemic mental health predictions from Forbes, Adam Weber, SVP of community at
15Five, said,

“If executives want their employees to prioritize their mental health, they need to be doing the
same in a very visible way. It’s one thing to encourage people to take time off for therapy or a
mental health day, but most leaders have yet to take the next step of doing that themselves in a
transparent way.”

Leaders should also regularly and actively listen to their employees; having open and honest conversations
with employees about what matters to them and how they’re feeling mentally and emotionally is critically
important. For example, in a study with Qualtrics and SAP, Harvard Business Review found that nearly 40%
of global employees said no one at their company had asked them how they were doing. Conversely, ensure
that your leaders are creating a safe space during one-on-one meetings with their staff to bring forward any
worries, anxieties, struggles and concerns.
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In the People Managers’ Guide to Mental Health, UK-based mental health charity Mind and international
champion for better work CIPD offer the following suggestions for a management style that promotes
employee mental health:

•

Create realistic deadlines.

•

Give employees the right level of responsibility.

•

Communicate job objectives clearly.

•

Encourage participation from the whole team.

•

Deal with problems as soon as they arise.

•

Act as a mediator in conflict situations.

When managers and executives are on board with prioritizing mental health, the groundwork is laid for a
culture that acknowledges and protects all aspects of employee wellbeing.
Recognize the Signs of Mental Illness
Once top-down buy-in is achieved regarding the importance of employee mental wellbeing, it’s important
for employers to understand and be able to spot the early signs of mental health issues in the workplace—
and know how to respond. While employers should not give advice about a mental health problem (as
they’re rarely qualified to do so), identifying warning signs and responding appropriately can help prevent
issues from escalating. This awareness is also a critical component of a culture that prioritizes the mental
wellbeing of its employees.
Early indicators of a potential mental health struggle may include:

•

A sudden change in the employee’s work habits

•

A sudden inability to control extreme emotions

•

A dramatic difference in an employee’s
personality

•

Social withdrawal

•

An increase in absences or arriving late to work

If you notice any of these red flags, or if an employee approaches you with concerns regarding their mental
health, be sure to approach the topic carefully and with respect. Make them comfortable by showing
empathy and compassion, and reassure them that there is no judgment or risk to their professional
reputation.
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Organization-Wide Training
Beyond identifying the warning signs of mental health concerns, employers must also equip employees
at all levels of the organization to manage issues as they arise. In a recent global managers’ survey from
Yahoo, less than one-third of managers said they felt equipped to handle the mental health needs of their
team and 80% of managers worried about using the wrong language when addressing sensitive topics like
mental health.
Additionally, some individuals may feel more comfortable bringing forward a concern to a peer, as
opposed to their leader. For this reason, it’s critical to educate all employees on the best way to manage
these situations. Plus, the right training can help bridge the gap between mental health awareness and
effectively meeting the mental health needs of the workforce. Investing in mental health training for all
levels of the organization will pay dividends in employee wellbeing and retention. Formal learning programs
can also help substantially move the needle by debunking myths, reducing stigma, and building skills to
appropriately and effectively manage concerns.

Employee Resource Groups
If you don’t have the budget to invest in training, mental health employee resource groups (MHERGs) are
a low-cost way to build a culture that prioritizes employee wellbeing. Regardless of the segment of your
employee population that they represent, ERGs provide employees with the unique support that only those
with shared experiences can provide.
According to Bernie Wong, manager of research and design at Mind Share Partners, MHERGs are “an
effective resource that reduces mental health-related stigma through an evidence-based model of
social contact, peer support and education.” Further, Wong believes that MHERGs should be open
to the general employee population and that participation should be encouraged for all employees—
regardless of their mental health needs—so that belonging to the group doesn’t “out” someone as
having a mental health issue. This also ensures that membership doesn’t violate employee privacy
rights.
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At PeopleScout, our Healthy Minds Collective is an ERG that “inspires individuals to enrich their mental
health and wellbeing by enhancing the mind, body and spirit connection.” Additionally, our team in the
Europe/Middle East/Asia region (EMEA) also created a group called “Here For You.” This team of volunteers
received the training and certification* required to serve as “Mental Health Responders” to provide
employees with a confidential channel for reporting mental health concerns and share valuable resources
with employees.
Even if employees choose not to participate, simply making employees aware of ERGs such as these and
openly communicating about group activities and discussions can go a long way in normalizing mental
health in the workplace, which helps foster a culture of inclusivity and emotional wellbeing.
* Level 2 Award in Mental Health: Workplace Responder qualification from St. John Ambulance service
Employee Assistance Programs
In addition to employee resources and training, comprehensive health benefits that include mental health
services are quickly becoming a requirement, not a perk, according to Corporate Wellness Magazine. These
benefits (or lack thereof) are influencing employees’ decisions about staying in their current job versus
looking for a new one. For instance, in Lyra Health’s 2022 State of the Workforce Mental Health, it was
reported that 84% of employees surveyed indicated that it was important that a prospective employer offer
“robust and comprehensive mental health benefits,” with 29% saying it was “very important” and 55% saying it was “somewhat important.”
During COVID-19, many companies added or expanded their Employee Assistance Programs (EAPs) to help
employees cope with the added stress, uncertainty, personal loss and safety concerns associated with the
pandemic. However, as we’ve learned, heightened mental health issues aren’t dissipating anytime soon.
Therefore, providing employees with access to quality, convenient and affordable mental health care is
more important than ever.
Encouragingly, many employers are catching on to the need for comprehensive health benefits to attract
and retain employees, as well as improve employee satisfaction and experience. As an example, Kara Hoogensen, senior vice president of specialty benefits at Principal Financial Group, said EAPs, telehealth and
mental health programs were among the top benefits that employers planned to increase in 2022.
Employers across the globe are recognizing the importance of supporting and protecting the mental health
of their employees as a vital component to the future success of their business. However, although we saw
a rise in conversations around mental health during COVID-19, the stigma still remains. Therefore, above
all else, practice normalizing conversations about mental health and creating a safe space to raise and
address issues. Additionally, encourage employees and managers to openly use the term “mental health”
and integrate associated language into corporate training, company newsletters, meeting agendas, and
more to make it clear that your workplace acknowledges and prioritizes mental wellbeing. Finally, practice
self-care at all levels of the organization—in a visible way—to assure employees that they can and should
do the same.
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REDUCING UNCONSCIOUS BIAS FOR AN
INCLUSIVE RECRUITMENT PROCESS
By SIMON WRIGHT
global head of talent advisory consulting

In the two years since the death of George Floyd, public consciousness around the issues
of diversity, equity and inclusion has risen throughout the globe. As such, employers can no
longer remain silent.
Not only are investors and shareholders paying greater attention to social challenges,
but employees, candidates, and consumers are also pushing businesses to make public
commitments regarding diversity and inclusion—and to publish their progress. In today’s job
market, where job vacancies are outpacing unemployment, candidates have more choices than
ever about where to work—and they’re choosing employers that prioritize DE&I: According
to Glassdoor, 76% of candidates said that a diverse workforce was an important factor when
evaluating companies and job offers.
Unconscious bias is one of the key forces holding employers back from making strides in DE&I
initiatives, and it’s a complicated issue to tackle. In this article, we’ll walk through the different
types of unconscious bias, how they can affect your recruitment process and how to effectively
reduce their effect.

WHAT IS UNCONSCIOUS BIAS?
Unconscious bias—sometimes called implicit bias—is a term that describes the associations
we hold outside of our conscious awareness. Everyone has them, and they don’t make you a
bad person; they’re an evolutionary adaptation designed to help our brains make decisions.
Imagine if, every time we made a decision, we had to consciously take into account every piece
of information available to us. Unconscious bias develops from our life experiences to help us
navigate the world more quickly. However, it can also have negative consequences. And, the
fact that it happens unconsciously means it can be difficult to bypass.
For instance, in action, unconscious bias can look like what happened in the Boston Symphony
in 1952. The Symphony was looking to diversify its male-dominated orchestra, so it conducted
an experiment with a series of blind auditions. In an effort to remove all chance of bias and
allow for a merit-based selection only—a selection that would hopefully increase the number
of women in the orchestra—the musicians would be auditioning from behind a screen. To
their surprise, the initial audition results still skewed male. Then, they asked the musicians to
take off their shoes. The reason? The sound of the women’s heels as they entered the audition
unknowingly influenced the adjudicators; once the musicians removed their shoes, almost 50%
of the women made it past the first audition.
This is just one example. There are several different types of unconscious bias that affect our
decision-making:
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Confirmation Bias

Halo Effect

Confirmation bias causes us to seek out information
that confirms something that we already believe. We
hear about this type of bias most often in relation to
politics. People are more likely to seek out positive
news about the candidate they support, reenforcing
their belief that they are supporting the right person.
It can also play out in the hiring process. Recruiters
and hiring managers can make snap decisions about
candidates based on perceived truths. Then, they
ask questions to try to justify these biases, rather
than evaluate each candidate on the same criteria.

The halo effect is a bias that causes us to use a
general positive impression of someone to influence
how we evaluate their specific attributes. For
example, if we’re impressed by one fact about a
person (like if they went to a prestigious university),
that could make us see them in a generally positive
light. The halo effect often kicks in when we wish
we were more like another person. This plays out
in the hiring process when a hiring manager or
recruiter focuses heavily on one positive aspect of
a candidate’s background and lets that guide their
opinion moving forward.

Affect Heuristics
Affect heuristics are mental shortcuts we take to
make decisions based on our emotional or mental
state, rather than taking all of the facts into account.
In the recruitment process, this could play out with a
recruiter or hiring manager discounting a candidate
because of personal feelings that have nothing to
do with the role. For example, if you used to have a
friend named Pete, who you fell out with, you might
still carry a negative bias toward a candidate named
Pete.
Anchor/Expectation Bias
An anchor or expectation bias happens when
we allow ourselves to anchor on to one piece of
information to make a decision. This can happen in
the hiring process when a hiring manager believes
that a new hire needs to be a carbon copy of the
person who used to have that role, so they anchor
on one aspect of a candidate that is similar to the
previous employee and ignore other information.

Horn Effect
The horn effect is the opposite of the halo effect; it
happens when we let one perceived negative aspect
of a person influence the way we think about them.
For instance, something as simple as not liking a
candidate’s outfit or the way they speak can cloud a
recruiter’s or hiring manger’s judgment during the
recruitment process and be difficult to get past.
Affinity Bias
The affinity bias causes us to connect with people
who are similar to us. This is different from the
halo effect because it happens when we identify a
similarity with someone, rather than looking up to
them. We like the feeling of affinity because it makes
us feel connected and part of a community, and we
also want to surround ourselves with people who
we feel we have rapport with. In the hiring process,
this can lead to teams with little cognitive diversity
as recruiters and hiring mangers lean toward
candidates similar to themselves.
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Conformity Bias
In essence, conformity bias is peer pressure.
It causes us to rely on the opinions of others
when making decisions, rather than making an
independent choice based on our own interpretation
of the facts. This can kick in when making the hiring
decision: If you’re on a panel and you think one
candidate is really great, but the rest of the group
prefers someone else, you could get swept along by
the majority.
Contrast Effect/Judgment Bias
The contrast effect happens when we compare two
similar things to each other, rather than assessing
them independently. During the recruitment
process, this can happen when a recruiter or hiring
manager compares one résumé or CV to another
they viewed before. In doing that, they shift the goal
posts; instead of judging a candidate based on their
suitability for the role, they make a decision based
on what they thought of another candidate.

COMBATING UNCONSCIOUS BIAS
Understanding the different types of unconscious
bias is only the first step toward reducing its
influence on your organization. And, while training
can raise awareness, it rarely changes behavior.
So, to make a real change, employers should
implement a robust diversity and inclusion program
that touches every aspect of the hiring process.
Following are some proven steps you can take to
reduce bias.
1. Clearly Outline the Role
Taking time to really understand what the role
requires is essential for weeding out bias in the
recruitment process. Specifically, by identifying
eight to 10 objective criteria that are predictive of
role success, you’ll decrease the likelihood that
decisions are made using unconscious bias. It’s
important to evaluate what it takes to be successful
in the role. Is there anything that could stop a
candidate from applying? Does the role need to be
performed in person or can it be done remotely?
Are the criteria you’re using accurate predictors of
success? Are you relying on the vague concept of
“cultural fit” that breeds affinity bias?
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As an example, some of the big four accounting
firms have reduced their reliance on academic
achievement for their early careers and campus
hiring programs because they know it’s not an
accurate predictor of future success in the role.
Instead, they’re now focusing on potential by using
other measures that they’ve tracked over time to
show their effect on performance.
2. Build an Inclusive Job Description
Once you’ve outlined your role internally, focus
on your external job description. Is there anything
that could discourage a strong candidate from
applying? In particular, remove gendered language
from your job descriptions and check the pronouns
you’re using. Additionally, avoid words like “expert,”
“superior” or “rockstar” that turn off female
candidates. A variety of online tools can help
highlight and remove biased language.
Next, ensure that the requirements that you list for
the role only cover what is absolutely necessary.
Women are less likely than men to apply to a
role if they don’t feel that they meet all of the
requirements, whereas men are more likely to apply
if they only meet a portion of them.
Finally, when creating a job description, ask multiple
people from different backgrounds to review the job
description—and take their feedback into account.
3. Update Your Screening Process
The next area to consider is your selection process.
Are you relying too much on résumés and CVs?
Research shows that CVs are not only fraught with
bias, but that they’re also bad predictors of success.
That’s because there are many factors on a CV that
can trigger unconscious biases, like the person’s
name (gender or ethnicity), the school they went
to (geography or economic class) or the year they
graduated (age).
For example, according to the National Centre for
Social Research, people with white-sounding names
are nearly twice as likely to get callbacks for jobs
than people with ethnic-sounding names. In their
study, job applicants with white-sounding names
were a significant 74% more likely to be invited to a
job interview compared to applicants with an ethnic/
minority-sounding name.
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4. Rethink Your Interviews

5. Formalize Your Decision Process

Recruiters and hiring managers often rely heavily
on interviews, which can be rife with unconscious
bias. On top of that, interviews have a predictive
power of 56%, according to Don Moore, a professor
at the University of California, Berkley. That means
that, if you’re making your decision based on an
interview, you’ll make the wrong decision nearly
half of the time.

The final piece of the recruitment process is making
a hiring decision. Don’t just get together at the end
of the interview and say, “You know, I think John
was really great,” or “There was just something I
really liked about Kathryn.” Conformity bias can
play a strong role in these types of discussions.

Plus, most interviews are conducted one-on-one
or with small groups, where bias can flourish.
However, mixed panels with diverse interviewers
and objective criteria used to assess each candidate
can lower the risk of bias when compared to
traditional interview settings.
Meanwhile, there can be an increased risk for
bias in the new world of virtual interviews, as well.
That’s because, when interviewers can see the
inside of a person’s home, they can make unfair
assumptions. So, if you use video interviews, ask
candidates to blur their backgrounds.
It’s also important to standardize your interview
process so that all candidates are evaluated on the
same criteria. This helps you avoid the contrast
effect where you only compare candidates to
each other, rather than against an objective set of
criteria. And, to further reduce the chance of bias,
reduce the power of the interview. Can you add
other assessment techniques, instead, like work
simulation tools or sample tests?

Instead, have your panel step away individually,
reflect on each candidate and score them based on
your objective criteria. Then, you can review those
scores as a group and discuss what you learned
about the candidates during the recruitment
process.

DEFINING SUCCESS
Because unconscious bias is so deeply embedded in
all of us, it takes the efforts of everyone to reduce it.
However, reducing bias in your recruitment process
is a long-term commitment and not something
that can happen in three or six months—or even a
year. Rather, it involves backing from across the
organization and all the way up to the leadership
team. It also requires hiring managers to really
engage with the process and be willing to give up
making “gut decisions.” Finally, it also calls for
a clear picture of where you want to go and how
you’re going to monitor, measure and communicate
success.
Learn more about how to evaluate your program
and progress in our ebook, “Progress in Action:
Moving Toward a Globally Diverse and Inclusive
Workplace.”
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ASIAN AMERICAN & PACIFIC ISLANDER
DIVERSITY & INCLUSION IN THE
WORKPLACE
By JASMINE PATEL
trend writer

At PeopleScout, we’re committed to providing you with information to help guide you on your
diversity, equity and inclusion (DE&I) journey. As such, we aim to cover a wide range of DE&I
topics, including issues regarding Black, Indigenous and people of color (BIPOC); the LGBTQ+
community; gender gaps; people with disabilities; and more. In this article, we cover the history
and importance of Asian American and Pacific Islander (AAPI) Heritage Month and offer advice and
recommendations for employers looking to build more inclusive workplaces for AAPI workers.
Each year in the U.S., Asian American and Pacific Islander Heritage Month is observed during
the month of May to recognize the many contributions of the AAPI community to the history,
culture and achievements of the U.S. This recognition was initially observed from May 4 to May
10, 1979, as Asian/Pacific American Heritage Week. Then, in 1992, the U.S. Congress officially
designated May as the annual Asian/Pacific American Heritage Month. Later, it was renamed
AAPI Heritage Month, as we know it today.
AAPI Heritage Month is celebrated in May for two main reasons: The first is to commemorate
the first known Japanese immigration to the U.S. on May 7, 1843. The second is to honor the
completion of the transcontinental railroad on May 10, 1869—a construction that was largely
aided by the labor of more than 20,000 Chinese workers.
Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders have had a lasting influence on the history of the U.S.
and will no doubt be just as instrumental in its future accomplishments and successes. But,
are these Americans receiving the recognition, respect and inclusion they deserve? In this
article, we’ll provide an overview of which ethnic groups are included in AAPI, discuss barriers
this group may face in the workforce, and share actionable steps that your organization can
take to foster inclusivity among AAPI employees.

WHO ARE ASIAN AMERICANS & PACIFIC ISLANDERS?
According to the Asian Pacific Institute on Gender-Based Violence, AAPI can be defined as “all
people of Asian, Asian American or Pacific Islander ancestry who trace their origins to the
countries, states, jurisdictions and/or the diasporic communities of these geographic regions.”
Let’s break this down further, keeping in mind that personal identifications can be complex
and often overlapping. First, not all Asian people identify as American. So, depending on one’s
background and upbringing, consider this list of terms to help keep track of who might fall into
the larger AAPI community:
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•

AAPI: Asian American and Pacific Islander. This
term generally includes all people of Asian,
Asian American or Pacific Islander descent.

•

Central Asian: A person with origins in the
original peoples of Kazakhstan, Kyrgyz Republic,
Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan.

•

Asian: A person having origins in any of the
original peoples of the Far East, Southeast Asia
or Indian subcontinent.

•

Pacific Islander: A person with origins in the
original peoples of Polynesia, Micronesia and
Melanesia.

•

East Asian: A person of Chinese, Taiwanese,
Japanese, Korean or Mongolian descent.

•

•

South Asian: A person of Indian, Bangladeshi,
Sri Lankan, Nepali or Pakistani backgrounds.

West Asian: A person with origins in the original
peoples of Armenia, Azerbaijan, Bahrain,
Cyprus, Georgia, Iraq, Israel, Jordan, Kuwait,
Lebanon, Oman, Palestine, Qatar, Saudi Arabia,
Syria, Turkey, United Arab Emirates or Yemen.

•

Southeast Asian: A person of Filipino,
Cambodian, Vietnamese, Lao, Indonesian, Thai
or Singaporean descent.

Clearly, there is immense diversity among members of AAPI heritage, and their ancestry and origins vary
across the U.S. Here are visuals of the top ancestry groups and top countries of birth of AAPI immigrants
based on research from the New American Economy:
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TOP COUNTRIES OF BIRTH FOR AAPI IMMIGRANTS
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ASIAN AMERICANS & PACIFIC ISLANDERS IN THE WORKFORCE
While the Asian American population is growing faster than any other group in the U.S., the same cannot
be said for the rate at which this group is promoted into positions of leadership in organizations across the
country:

•

According to data from the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission (EEOC), white-collar
Asian American workers are the least likely
group to be promoted into management roles—
less likely than any other race.

•

According to Bain & Company, while 9% of the
professional workforce in the U.S. identifies as
Asian, only 2% of CEOs do.
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•

The AAPI community suffers from high levels of
income inequality; AAPI workers in the top 10%
of the income distribution earn nearly 10 times
what AAPIs in the bottom 10% do.

•

A 2020 analysis by Insider of the C-suites at
Fortune 500 and S&P 500 companies found that
just 5.6% of the total executives in the study
identified as Asian or Indian.
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EXECUTIVE PARITY INDEX
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Note: Index shows the ratio of each group's share of the national, all-industry executive workforce to its share of the professional
workforce as of 2018.
Chart: Andy Kiersz/Insider
Source: Ascend Foundation, “Race, Gender & The Double Glass Ceiling: An Analysis of EEOC National Workforce Data”

So, what’s the reason behind these massive gaps? In a nutshell: stereotypes.
AAPIs have often been mislabeled as the “model minority,” a term that stems from an article in The New
York Times published in 1966 that praised Japanese Americans for overcoming prejudice, respecting
authority, achieving academic excellence and “subordination of the individual to the group.” Additionally,
according to CNBC, the model minority myth “also paints Asians as a monolith when, in fact, some 23
million Asian Americans trace their roots to more than 20 countries in East and Southeast Asia and the
Indian subcontinent.”
Throughout the years, this description has come to stereotype all AAPI people as hardworking, smart, welleducated and faithful to their superiors. However, there are pitfalls to this idea; by placing Asian Americans
on a pedestal for minority success in America, we’ve inadvertently made circumstances far worse for
this community. For instance, by characterizing this group as having a higher level of “success” than the
typical immigrant or other racial/ethnic group, it glosses over and seeks to erase the struggles, barriers,
and various challenges and experiences that AAPIs face. Moreover, the same descriptors that have come
to define “model minority” have also deemed this group unfit for leadership roles and promotions, due to
a perceived lack of creativity, ambition and confidence—painting AAPIs as submissive and not “leadership
material.”
What’s more, new research finds that Asian employees report feeling the least included of all demographic
groups in the workplace, including Black and LGBTQ+ workers. As you can see in this research from Bain,
only 25% to 30% of employees across all geographies, industries, and demographic groups said that they
felt fully included at work, with only 16% of Asian men and 20% of Asian women feeling the same.
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ASIAN MEN AND WOMEN FEEL THE LEAST INCLUDED OF ALL THE
DEMOGRAPHIC GROUPS BAIN SURVEYED
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STRATEGIES TO FOSTER AAPI DE&I
Spread Awareness
Because AAPIs have been characterized as the “model minority” for so long, non-AAPIs may not realize
the extent of the barriers this group faces daily in the workforce. To address this, employers should spread
awareness of the leadership gap that AAPI workers face and fold AAPI-related topics into organizational
diversity and inclusion efforts. This can include bias training and learning programs to help make
stakeholders and employees aware of the distinct obstacles facing AAPI workers.
Target Recruitment
Of course, the first step in building a diverse workforce is ensuring that your organization is inclusive of
all types of people, including AAPIs. According to the EEOC, one of the most common barriers for AAPI
employees and applicants is a lack of targeted recruitment. However, employers can combat this by
establishing targeted recruitment plans that include goals and deadlines for attracting AAPI candidates,
as well as by partnering with universities and organizations with a high percentage of AAPI students or
professionals looking to advance in their careers. Organizations should also be sure to monitor and modify
the plan as needed. Talent technologies like PeopleScout’s AffinixTM can help make this process simple with
diversity dashboards that track progress toward specific goals.
For more on diversity recruiting strategies, check out this PeopleScout article: The Future of Diversity
Recruiting: Reevaluating Traditional Methods & Questioning Accepted Wisdom.
Invest in AAPI Growth & Development
For employers looking to diversify their leadership, developing a program that specifically invests in AAPI
employees is a great way to start. Consider identifying top-performing individuals and providing them
with opportunities to demonstrate their leadership abilities (such as more responsibility, a big project,
presentation, etc.). Organizations can also provide these employees with mentors, as well as designated
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training paths to encourage promotion and growth.
Create Employee Resource Groups
Employee resource groups, or ERGs, are another great way to help employees within an organization build
community and share a common cause—such as interests, backgrounds and identities. What’s more, an
ERG focused around AAPIs can help these employees feel at home within an organization and can also
serve as a community for non-AAPIs who want to learn more about the experiences of this diverse group.
ERGs are also a great way to improve retention rates—because when employees truly feel included, they’re
more likely to stay at an organization.
At PeopleScout and the broader TrueBlue organization, we’re proud to have the Asian Collective of
Employees (ACE) ERG, a trustworthy forum where AAPIs and allies can share ideas, perspectives, and
professional experiences to accelerate business and career growth, as well as increase cultural awareness.
Elevate AAPI Voices
With a rise in anti-Asian hate crimes following the COVID-19 pandemic, AAPIs were abruptly reminded that
their sense of belonging in a predominately white society is often conditional. And, with the Stop AAPI Hate
National Report finding that businesses are the primary site of discrimination (at 35%), organizations can
have a powerful influence by addressing and acknowledging incidents, as well as offering open forums
for discussion among employees. By amplifying AAPI voices and perspectives, AAPI employees will feel
comfortable sharing their thoughts, feelings and experiences in a safe space, while also knowing that
their employer cares. In addition, organizations can host speaker events featuring AAPI leaders and top
performers within the company to highlight contributions and allow other AAPIs to see examples of success
within the workplace.
Celebrate AAPI Month
AAPI month is a great opportunity for organizations to celebrate AAPI heritage and contributions, as well as
show employees that their unique cultural differences are valued. Consider these ideas for celebrating AAPI
Month within your organization:

•

Host an AAPI author book club

•

Host an AAPI history and trivia night

•

Order lunch from a local AAPI restaurant

•

Spotlight AAPI employees on internal channels

•

Raise funds for an AAPI nonprofit

DE&I AS A CONTINUOUS JOURNEY
As the U.S. continually becomes more diverse, so do organizations and the people in them. For
organizations to stay competitive, DE&I is non-negotiable; a truly diverse company will include people from
all backgrounds at all levels of the organization, including in leadership roles. And, when candidates and
customers see that level of diversity, they’ll be more likely to invest their time and resources with those
businesses.
However, diversity without inclusion does nothing for people or businesses. So, in order to retain your
diverse employees, you’ll need to understand who they are, as well as celebrate their heritage and invest
in their growth. It’s our responsibility as employers to identify groups that need amplification in the
workforce—like AAPIs—and to foster long-term inclusion, representation and respect.
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Eric Dyson

trend writer
Eric has been a part of the PeopleScout team since 2017 as the content marketing
and lead generation specialist in the Chicago headquarters. In addition to his
contributions to PeopleScout NEXT, he also specializes in email marketing,
thought leadership and digital marketing. Eric holds a bachelor’s degree in
literature from Valparaiso University.

Nicole Fuqua

senior editor
Nicole has been a part of the PeopleScout team since 2017 as the senior marketing
content producer in the Chicago headquarters. In addition to her contributions to
PeopleScout NEXT, she also hosts the Talking Talent with PeopleScout podcast
and webinar series. Nicole comes to the talent acquisition industry after spending
five years working as a journalist at television stations across the Midwest. She
holds a master’s degree in journalism from Northwestern University.

Jasmine Patel

trend writer

Jasmine has been part of the PeopleScout team since 2019 as the senior
marketing and communications specialist in the Chicago headquarters. In addition
to her contributions to PeopleScout NEXT, she maintains PeopleScout’s internal
communications and manages the company’s external presence on social media.
Prior to joining the talent acquisition industry, she wrote for award-winning
student newspaper the Loyola Phoenix, in addition to her work as a designer
for her university’s student social justice publication, Mosaic. Jasmine holds a
bachelor’s degree in multimedia journalism from Loyola University Chicago.

Lisa Loftus

trend writer
Lisa joined PeopleScout in 2021 as the director, marketing and communications,
working remotely from Cedar Rapids, Iowa. In addition to her contributions to
PeopleScout NEXT, she manages executive and internal communications. Prior to
joining the talent acquisition industry, she managed marketing and communication
campaigns for over fifteen years in industries ranging from wealth management
and higher education to aerospace engineering and publishing. Lisa holds a
bachelor’s degree in public relations from the University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire.
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Ashley Kessler

trend writer

Ashley joined PeopleScout in 2021 as global content marketing lead in the London
headquarters. In addition to her contributions to PeopleScout NEXT, she is focused
on marketing tactics to grow our global business. Previously, she spent 10 years
working in the tech industry, holding various positions at software start-ups
overseeing content marketing, social media, digital marketing, lead generation,
business development, account-based marketing and customer and partner
engagement programs. Ashley holds a bachelor’s degree in philosophy from the
University of St. Thomas in St. Paul, Minnesota, U.S.

Simon Wright

global head of talent advisory consulting
As our global head of talent advisory consulting, Simon brings together
PeopleScout’s broad capabilities across EVP and employer brand, recruitment
marketing, assessment, talent insights and diversity, equity and inclusion. Simon
and the talent advisory team design and execute strategies and programs that
make a tangible contribution to improved talent acquisition and organizational
performance. Simon has worked in talent acquisition for more than 20 years
working across North America, APAC and EMEA.

Rick Betori

managing director of the americas
Rick Betori is the managing director of the Americas. In his role, Rick leads the
North American client delivery, implementation and sales organizations. Rick
has been with TrueBlue since 2011 and has over 25 years of proven experience
driving organizational change and growth. Prior to joining TrueBlue, Rick was the
President of Wonderlic, a leading hiring assessment provider, for nearly six years,
and before that he had a diverse career in management consulting with a focus on
business development and client engagement.

Karen Wendelberger

operations manager
Karen Wendelberger recently celebrated four years with PeopleScout, with three
years supporting Recruiter On-Demand clients, and she brings 18 years of overall
experience in corporate and RPO recruitment. Having supported a wide variety
of clients and industries, Karen can find a solution for almost any problem. As
an operations manager, her focus is client satisfaction, management oversight
and client delivery. She was recognized in 2021 as a winner of Peoplescout’s
employee awards. Karen graduated from DePaul University and currently resides
in Wauwatosa, Wisconsin, with her husband and children.
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Jill Polistico

director of client delivery
Jill Polistico is PeopleScout’s MSP director of client delivery and has more than 15
years of experience in MSP and staffing, with experience in managing a wide range
of MSP programs. She joined PeopleScout more than two years ago to support the
restructure and operationalization of the MSP platform. Her experience helps her
see challenges and provide solutions for both the client and suppliers. As director
of client delivery, she is responsible for ensuring the operational teams are set up
for success to provide strategy, align the program to meet client goals, develop
strong supplier relationships and drive growth within the programs. Jill has her
bachelor’s degree in human resources from Oakland University and resides in
Romeo, MI with her family.

Trish Koester

senior director of client delivery
Trish has more than 15 years of RPO experience and more than 25 years in
staffing, HR, and RPO combined. As the senior director of PeopleScout’s Recruiter
On-Demand program, she oversees a diverse vertical of industries ranging from
warehouse to healthcare, corporate to IT and beyond. Over the past eight years
with PeopleScout, she has overseen the growth and expansion of businesses
utilizing Recruiter On-Demand over both the short- and long-term. Trish takes
pride in providing outstanding client delivery with a focus on employee retention
and solution-oriented results. She is a native Texan residing in Austin with her
husband and three children. Trish holds a Bachelor of Science degree from Texas
State University.

Candace Lamon

vice president of MSP, client delivery
As vice president of MSP client delivery, Candace develops partnerships with
global MSP client delivery leaders while creating operational efficiencies, driving
transformative change and overall solution design to help organizations achieve
their talent acquisition goals. Candace is a passionate leader with more than 23
years of experience in human capital management including staffing, MSP, RPO
and VMS consulting, dedicating the past ten years specifically to the MSP space.
Prior to joining PeopleScout in 2019, Candace led multiple teams under Allegis
Global Solutions where she held a variety of leadership roles over her two decades
with the company. Candace works out of Annapolis, Maryland, where she lives with
her husband and two sons.
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Improving organizational diversity is a honorable pursuit for employers across all industries
and should be a consistent point of focus for forward-thinking talent teams. Building productive
teams from a pool of qualified job seekers irrespective of nationality, gender-identity, ethnicity,
religious background and sexual orientation is essential to creating a workplace that reflects the
communities that it serves.
To learn how to create update your DE&I program with modern diversity strategies, download our
ebook, Progress in Action: Moving Toward a Globally Diverse and Inclusive Workplace.

READ EBOOK NOW
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